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1 Introduction 
:\owadays. elcctronics :;ystems are built of sewral difterent materials. \Vith 
several exceptions, most electronics components are based ou silicon. Inte-
grated optical devices are mostly based on III- V and II- VI semiconductors. 
These materials are used for preparation of light emit.ting devices like laser 
diodes ancllight emitting diodes (LED), where energy gap and consequently 
emission wavelength are easily tunable by changing the ratio of materials 
in a compound. However, connection of these optical devices ancl electronic 
integratecl circuits basecl on silicon is not easy clue to the mismatch of lattice 
constants. 
There are several research clirections in integratecl optoelectronic clevices. 
One of them is investigation of light-emitting silicon structures potentially 
compatible with the current semiconductor technology. The possibility of 
combining light sources and detectors with integratecl circuits on one chip is 
very interesting. 
Bulk Si is an indirect band gap material with very low efficiency of raclia-
tive recombination. In fact, weak luminescence can bc clctected only at very 
low temperatures. However, there are some '"trics" to increase light-emission 
in bul k silicon ancl even to fabricate LED s [ 1]. The principle consists in 
reclucing non-radiative relaxation channels by restricting diffusion length. 
Despite this fact. the low dimensional structures, nanocrystals, are even 
more attractive ancl promising. The cliscovery of luminescence in nanomet-
ric size silicon in 1990 [2] triggered large research effort toward the light-
emitting clevices based on low dimensional silicon. Such development could 
result in preparation of luminescence devices compatible with optoelectronic 
integrated circuits. 
Construction of a light emitting device is, however, ouly the first step. 
The second step should be to answer the question of possible laser construc-
tion on such materials. Laser is based on nonlinear eft'ccts of material, so 
study of this property can provicle the desired answer. An article on the 
possibility of nonlinear effects and on promising results leading to optical 
gain on Si nanoscale material was published at the end of the 20th century 
[3]. Optical gain in implanted layers of Si nanocrystals was first reported 
in the Nature magazíne in 2000 [4] and the first laser based on Si was also 
produced [5]. However. it is not possible to yield optical gain so easily as it 
looks from result~. Many other articles preseuted in va.rious journals clo not 
observe optical gain, even on similar materials. That is why the question of 
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optical gain on Si materials is not solved yet and why this thesis would like 
to provide some new information on this popular topíc. 
The above-mentioned perspectives considers present elec:tronics build on a 
single chip, but still on the same basis as it is known in these clays. Another 
possible clirection of integratecl circui ts development coul cl be linked to a 
much bigger change than simply the change of a light source and a detector. 
The size of electronic parts approaches the physical limit connected with 
inftuence of indiYidual moYing electrous to each other. The solution coule! 
be in using optics ancl photonics that means to substitute electrons with 
photons. The main usage will be in intcr- or even intra-chip communications. 
The change of sorne electronics to photonics is st ill a long wav. but it coule! 
bring many advantages to future informatics clevelopment. 
This thesis follows both the possible clirections of future development ancl 
contains a study of perspective optoelectronic materials as well as a perspec-
tive photonic materials. Silicon nanocrystals can be prepared by various 
experimental techniques. In our laboratory, three of them are studied: sil-
ica glasses implanted with Si nanocrystals, photonic crystals containing Si 
nanocrystals and colloicls of porous silicon. 
The study of waveguiding properties of implanted nanocrystals in silica 
glasses is the main part of this work. Its aim is to compare the theoretical 
moclels of this structure with the experiment and decicle which model is cor-
rect. For all materia.ls, the ba.sic aim is to detenniue iuftueuce of differeut 
preparation conditions on properties of the samples. Colloids are influenced 
not only by preparation of silicon material, but also by a solvent. The pho-
tonic crystals implated by Si nanocrystals are really a new material, so the 
aim is to study luminescence of this structure and inftuence of the photonic 
band gap on nanocrystals. 
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2 Theoretical background 
!vlaterial science is an important branch of science in which much work has 
been done up to now. That is why many (semic:onductor) bulk materials 
have alreacly been well characterized. Over the past dccades, development 
focuses on low climensional structures that present many important features 
originally visible only at low temperatures - for example presence of an exci-
ton. 
The clecreasing size of studied materials. fabrication of new materials that 
consist of particles only few nm large, reveals new unusual properties coming 
from the so called qua.ntum confinement effect. This cftect is a result of a 
quantum theory coming into effect on such small materials. 
Nanocrystals, the particles described in this thesis, are quantizecl struc-
tures confinecl in all three dimensions. Other confined structures are the 
following: A thin film of a material representing a 2D structure confinecl 
in one clirection is usually called a quantum well. By aclding a barrier to 
separate parts of the film, quantum wires (lD structure) are created. Fur-
ther confining leads to quasi OD structures, called quantum dots or artificial 
atoms [8]. 
Severa! names are used for OD structures in literature: nanoparticle, 
nanometer-size crystaL quantum clot or nanocrystal. This work operates 
mostly with the term nanocrystal. bec:ause this term is usecl rnainly for real 
material containing this small particles, in contrast to a quantum clot that is 
currently usecl more for theoretical study as a model system. 
In the following paragraphs, we will give a brief introduction into this 
theory starting from the basics of quantum theory ancl continuing with the 
clescription of its use for real structures. The description will finally end by 
special samples (real structures) showing interesting properties. 
2.1 Quantum confinement in nanocrystals 
Quantum theory clescription will start with a stationary Schrodinger equa-
tion for a particle in a spatially periodic potential that is present in a bulk 
material. The electron states are usually obtained by solving Schrodinger 
equation in a form 
n? (--\72 + V(z)) 1.p(:r, y. z)= E~~(x. y. z) 2rn 
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(1) 
ln a bulk crystal, periodic lattice gives potential 
V(r) = V(r + R) (2) 
where R is a lattice vector. 
Eigenstates for electrons 1/•n,k(r), obtained from solution of the above-
mentioned Schrodinger equation ( eqn.l) are in form 
(3) 
composed of an envelope function r,ikxr and a periodic function un,k(T) 
with periodicity R (similar as for the potential). From these equations, we 
could get energy eigenvalues for a bulk material. 
2.1.1 Particle in a box 
In the following paragraphs, we take an example of an indefinitely high po-
tential well of width L that confines movement of a particle in the z direction. 
Potential V(z) is defined by equations 
V(z) = O 
V(z) = oo 
for lzl $ [,z 
jo1· lzl ~ Lz (4) 
In such case, the solution of the Schrodinger equation (eqn.l) can be 
separated into two parts 
(5) 
(6) 
The first part describes a free particle in 2D space without any confine-
ment and the second one describes a particle confined in a quantum well. 
Solution of this basic quantum problem can be found in many books on 
quantum theory (for example [6]). 
The total energy spectrum of a particle is a sum of both components 
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(7) 
When potential rest.ricts movement in all dircctions. we get a structure 
confined in all three dimensions (OD structurc). Energy spcctra for that case 
will be in forrn 
(8) 
where )x, )y· )z quanturn numbers havc been introduced. 
In reality, a Larricr is always fiuitc. Thc .solution of a rcctangular potential 
well with a definite height oť confining potential is more complex [6]. The 
cakulatíon could be separatecl in to t wo cases: a particlt' with energy lower 
and a particle with energy higher than the b01·drr potential. An energy 
spectrum for a particle with lower energy contains discrete levels similar to 
the solutimt of an infi11it.e potent.ial While m1 infinitP harrier prevents a 
particle to be outsíde tlte potential wP!l. a tinite banier does not confine 
a particle inside the well so strictly. \Vavefunctiou outside the confining 
potential has a form of an exponential tail, in contrast to the case of an 
infinite barrier where such effect does not exist.. A particle with energy 
exceeding the confining potential energy behaves like a free particle and does 
not fcel confinin!!; potf'ntial. Encrgy spPctrnm of this partide is continuous. 
2.1.2 Coulomb interaction 
The previous description was a single particle approximation. However, this 
approximation neglects interactions between individua! electrons and sur-
facejinterface effects. A more sophístícated method could reveal more about 
effects present in confined materials uuder our study. 
The next step towarcls an exact treatment is to include the Coulomb 
interaction between an electron aud a hole. Hamilt.onian with Coulomb in-
teraction has the following forrn 
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where me(mh) is an effective wei!2;ht of au P]Prtnm (hole), re(rh) are spatial 
coordinates of electrons (hole). Ve( Vh) are putentials for the electron (hole) 
and ( is permittivity of free space. 
ln hulk matc:rials. titr: infill('JICC: oť t IH' Cmdomh pot.Pntial is Pssential and it 
is the rea.son for existellct:> uf excitans. ThP lmlk Hamiltouian ( eqn. 9 without 
the confining potential ~i, aud \ ;. ) is separablc in tu the relative aud center 
uf mass mution of dectron-hule pair. ln splwrical quanturn dots, clue to the 
broken svmrnetrv. Coulomb potent.ial dept:>mls 011 spat.ial distance between 
an electron ancl a hole. 
Equation was solvecl using perturbatiun theory [7] and the lowest excitecl 
state is then givcn by 
(10) 
where R is the distance between particles. 
Changing from single electron description to two particles, we get an 
exciton-bounded state of an electron and a hole. Basic characteristics of an 
exciton is its binding energy ancl related Bohr radius. There is analogy be-
tween an exciton and a hydrogen atom. The difference is, that exciton has 
a hole (with much smaller efťective mass compared to a proton) insteacl of 
a nucleus formed by a single proton in case uf hydrogen atom and conse-
quently the exciton binding energy is much smaller. In semiconductors, we 
speak about Wannier excitans, whose radius is much larger than a lattice 
constant. Observing exciton in bulk material is generallv restricted to low 
temperatures. because the bincling energy in semiconcluctors reaches only 
several meV which is less then the vibmtio11al energy at room temperature. 
However, in nanocrystals, the binding energy uf exciton increases and in some 
cases it is possible to observe excitans even at room temperature. 
2.2 Nanocrystals 
At the beginning of this section, conditions under which a structure could be 
callcd a nanocrystal should bc dcfi11cd more prccisely. The size, determining 
whether a structure should be called a nanocrystal, does not depend on the 
structure's specific size in nm, but is obtained by a comparison with the Bohr 
diameter of exciton for a given material. The particles (nanocrystals) of size 
srnaller than Bohr diameter contain discrete energy spectra that change into 
a classical band structure when the size of particles grows. 
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Figure 1: Density of states changing with respect tu the quantmn confiw:-
ment. Ec is bulk energy gap. The lowest energy level moves to higher energy 
for lower dimension of material. Function of density of ::;tates clependence on 
energy changes from continuous function for bulk material to delta functions 
for OD material. 
The energy spectra of a nanocrystal, as a structure confined in all direc-
tions. can be approximatecl by a quantum well with the potential V iudefinite 
in all directiuns. Solution of the Schrodinger equation then gives energy states 
given by equation (8). This solution is valid for cubic nanocrystals but could 
give good estimate also for real nanocrystals with shape much different from 
a cube. This basic model of a nanocrystal is used in many works and results 
agree well with the measured spectra. 
Change from the band structure to the discrete level system is linked 
to the change of states density distribution. Energy stat.es density D(E) 
determínes the number of energy states in a small energy iuterval. In case 
of bulk materials, for band structure. this is a cuntinuous function of energy. 
Quantum coufinement changes fmwtioll frum coutinuous spectra into discrete 
levels for nanocrystals (Fig. 1). The disc-rete values of D(E) should lead to 
sharp absorptiou and ernission spect.ra. How<:>ver. different sizes of particles 
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in the material cause important inhomogeneous broadening of spectra in real 
materials. 
Precise evaluation of Schr&linget· equation with the Coulomb interaction 
is performed separately for particles divided into three groups according to 
their size in relation to Bohr diameter of exciton. We call them weak, strong 
and interrnediate confinement regimes. 
Weak confinement. clescribes a sit.uation where a part.ide iR several times 
bigger than Bohr exciton diameter. The Coulomb interaction is the dominant 
effect and the quantization of kinetic energy of excitans is only a perturba-
tion. Quantum confinement shifts spectra to higher energies (blue shift). 
For particles smaller than Bohr exciton (strong confinement), we can 
consider only quantum confinement effect for electrons and holes and neglect 
Coulomb interactions. Free excitans are not present in this case and the 
Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes can be considered only as 
a small perturbation. · 
Situation is more complicated for particl~ size between these two variants. 
We can define a donor Iike exciton and consider effective mass of a hole 
(muC'.h higher than t.he effective ma&c; of an electron) located at the center of 
a quantum dat. This case is ofteu effective, because many uanocrystals are 
of a size comparable with the Bohr exciton diameter. 
Another important aspect of nanoparticle properties, when compared to 
bulk material, is a large surfa.cejvolume 1·atio. This effect euhances influence 
of a surface related phenomena, like trap and interface states. 
2.2.1 Si nanocrystals 
In direct band gap materials, the minimum of the conduction band and 
the maximum of the valence band are coincident in the k-space. Hence, 
the probability of ra.diative recombination is high and ra.diative life time is 
of the order of a few nanoseconds. Silicon is an indirect band gap material. 
Thus, the energetically lowest transition is optically forbidden and appears in 
spectra only by assistance of moment um conserving phonon ar impurity [ll]. 
The ra.diative recombination of an electron and a hole has low probability 
in those materials. It can be increased either by increasing non-ra.diative life 
time, ar by reducing radiative life time. Quantum confinement can support 
reduction of ra.diative life time due to the increasing probability of ra.diative 
transition. According to the Heisenberg's uncertainty relations, particles 
confiued in spatial coordiuate are more indefinite in k-space, which leads 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of wave function change caused by the 
decrease of the nanocrystal size ( upper left corner present size of nanocrystal 
for each distribution) 
to the k-space overlap of an electron and a hole wave function (sometimes 
described as breaking of the k-conservation rule effect [13, 1]) Fig. 2. 
As described above, the quantum confinement effect appears when the 
geometrie dimensions of nanostructures reach the value of the bulk excitonic 
Bohr radius. In silicon, it is about 4.3 nm [20]. 
One of the most challenging tasks concerning Si nanocrystals is deter-
mination of their energy gap size dependence. Obviously, the energy band 
gap is increasing with decreasing size, but the form exact of that dependence 
varies according to the theoretical approach. A large number of calculation 
methods ha ve been used for evaluation of an energy gap ( tight binding, elec-
tron mass approximation, etc. [1, 11]). However, in all cases one feature is 
similar - an increase in the energy gap with decreasing size of a cristalline 
particle. For sizes lower than 10 nm, growth in the energy band gap is ob-
servable. Luminescence quantum efficiency thus increases by several orders 
of magnitude, compared to the bulk silicon. 
Theoretical works point out that chemistry of surface can have impact 
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on structural, electronic and optical properties of Si nanocrystals - mainly 
concerning nanocrystals on surface. Calculations and explanations usually 
start with H(hydrogen)-passivated Si nanoclusters and continue with H sub-
stituted by O(oxygen). Two forms of oxygen passivation are possible, Si-0-Si 
bridge bonds or Si=O double bonds. Simple bonds have minor influence on 
energy spectra, but surface structure is touched largely. On the other band, 
Si=O (double) bonds cause only small surface distortion, but induce a huge 
redshift of the photoluminescence spectra [1]. 
Influence of O binding inside the material is also discussed in [12). Cal-
culation of electronic sta.tes for various sizes of Si nanocrystals leads to d&-
pendence presented in Fig. 3. If nanocrystals are oxygen passivated, sta-
hle electronic state connected with the Si=O (double) bond is formed. For 
nanocrystals passivated in this way, three recombination mechanisms are 
suggested. Zone I - free excitans - ·the photoluminescence energy increases 
with the confinement. Zone II describes recombination invoJving trapped 
electrons and free holes. As size decreas~, the photoluminescence energy 
increases, but not so fast as was predicted by simple quantum theory, since 
the trapped electron level is nearly size independent. Zone III contains r&-
combination of trapped both electrons and holes. Energy increases much 
slower than supposed by the theory. 
Transition probability is also size dependent. The transition matrix ele-
ment evaluation is very sensitive to the symmetry and the k-space overlap 
of the electron and hole wave functions. The general tendency is a large 
enhancement of several orders of magnitude. The decay time predicted by 
the theory reaches the range of microseconds for sizes below 2.5 nm in di-
ameter. Such Si nanospheres are characterized by optical properties between 
those of direct and indirect gap semiconductors. However, theoretical in-
crease of transition probability does not automatically imply an increased 
quantum efficiency resulting from confinement. As will be shown later, the 
luminescence decay time and the quantum yield are determined by the ratio 
between radiative and nonradiative transitions which can change for other 
reasons than quantum confinement. 
The previous paragraphs presented behavior of a perfect nanocrystal. 
However, real material contains a large number of nanocrystals with various 
sizes. Energy gap changes for each nanocrystaJ size and hence an ensem-
ble of particles with certain size distribution presents large inhomogeneous 
broadening of emission and absorption band. Distribution of sizes could be 
controlled during prepara.tion process of the sample. Inhomogeneous broad-
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Figure 3: Electronic states in Si nanocrystals as a function of cluster size and 
surface passivation. The trapped electron state is a p-state localized on the 
Si atom of the SiO bond and the trapped hole state is a p-state localized on 
the oxygen atom [12). 
ening is a standard feature of all nanocrystalline materials and it has to be 
considered in all measurements of low-dimensional structures, not only Si 
nanocrystals. 
The last problem, not discussed up to now is influence of matrix material 
on energy states of a nanocrystal. To study influence of the surrounding 
material on nanocrystal properties is a difficult task, because it is bard to 
distinguish contribution from the matrix and from the nanocrystal itself in 
results. This problem could be overcome using methods with excitation of 
only one size of nanocrystals by spectrally narrow laser pulse and observation 
of either luminescence or absorption of a smaller number of nanocrystals. · 
This topic is discussed for example in [11, 14]. 
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2.3 Optical properties of semiconductors 
Properties of materials containing nanocrystals include not only the energy 
structure evaluation, but also the interaction of material (semiconductor) 
and an external electromagnetic field. 
The interaction contains various effects like absorption, reflection, scat-
tering and dispersion of light by a material medium. The first effect that 
appears when radiation reaches the surface of the material is reflection. On 
the border between two materials of different refraction indexes, part of ra-
diation is reflect.ed. 
The direction and the intensity of radiation propagating through the 
medium changes by interaction of atoms inside the material and present 
electromagnetic field. 
A complete description of interaction is complicated. The interaction 
between radiation and a matter was examined by Einstein and his theory 
will be used in this study. This theory neglects nonradiative transitions and 
atomic energy structure is simplified to two levels (two level system). The 
theory is more deeply explained for example in (15, 16]; only its basic points 
will be mentioned in this work. 
Energy levels are marked E1 and ~- The number of atoms on each level 
is N1 or N2 , respectively, and g11 92 are degenerative parameters of each 
level. Occupation of each level at thermodynamic equilibrium follows the 
Boltzmann statistics. For changes in occupation of each energy level, we can 
write the following equations (15) 
(ll) 
(12) 
where A,B are Einstein coefficients of spontaneous and stimulated emis-
sion (meaning frequency with which a given atom emits or absorbs photons). 
The first equation describes absorption of a photon and excitation of an atom 
at the higher level, and the second equation is a reverse action, emission of a 
photon with transition of an atom to the lower state. These equations show 
that at thermodynamic equilibrium, there are more atoms at ground level 
E1 than at excited energy level ~. which leads to higher absorption than 
emission. Higher population on excited energy lever (population inversion) 
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is necessary to achieve optical gain. But the two level system described above 
is not suitable for amplification, since the emitted photon can be immedi-
ately absorbed back. It is important for optical gain to have at least three 
levels where it is possible to have different excitation and emission energies. 
2.3.1 Absorption 
A perfectly transparent medium permits the passage of a beam of radiation 
without any change in intensity other than caused by the scattering, diver-
gence or convergence of the beam. Total radiant energy exiting from such a 
medium equals that which entered. it. On the other band the exiting energy 
from an absorbing medium is less than that w~ich enters and in the case of 
highly opaque media exiting energy is reduced practically to zero. However, 
none of known material is opaque to all wavelengths of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, which extends from radio waves through visible region to gamma 
rays. Similarly, no material is transparent to the whole electromagnetic spec-
trum. · 
The capacity of absorption depends on a number of factors, including 
constitution of the medium, thickness of the absorbing layer, state of the 
medium and wavelength of absorbed radiation as well as radiation polariza-
tion. The absorption is described in the Lambert and Beer's law. 
Lamberťs law expressed the effect of the thickness of the absorbing 
medium. A homogeneous medium is thought to be constituted from lay-
ers of uniform thickness with similar absorption. Absorption of one such 
layer of infinitesimal width can be expressed as a and is called absorption 
coefficifmt (c:onstant for eac:h material). If I is the intensity to which wave is 
attenuated after traversing thickness d, and /0 is the intensity of the beam 
at the surface (no loss by reflection is considered for simplicity), the change 
of intensity through the material is expressed by the following equation 
{13) 
Beer's law refers to the effect of concentration of the absorbing medium 
and is mainly used for gases and liquid solutions. The smallest part con-
sidered as an element of absorption in this law is each individual molecule. 
Each molecule absorbs the same fraction of the radiation incident upon it, 
no matter whether it is closely packed in a concentrated solution or highly 
dispersed in a dilute solution. The effect of concentration c and thickness d 
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on the absorption of a monochromatic radiation gives a simple mathematical 
expression 
(14) 
where k' is a. consta.nt cha.racteristic for a. given a.bsorbing substance a.t 
constant wavelength and temperatura. 
2.3.2 Optical gain 
The condition for achieving population inversion is spontaneous life time 
la.rge enough so that stimulated emission is more probable than spontaneous 
emission. This condition can be mathematically expressed by the following 
expression for optical gain · 
(15) 
which comes from Einstein's equations. (ll) and where v12 is frequency of 
incident photon, f(v12) is a response function of the system, Tq is lifetime 
of sponta.neous emission and c is light velocity. This most simple model 
presents only conditions given at each level. It is important to say that real 
amplification, like those used for lasers, can be only achieved in systems with 
more tha.n two levels. 
The described calcula.tion of optical gain for atoms can be easily adapted 
to nanocrystals because of the similarity in energy spectra (levels). 
The material with optical gain is a potential active medium of a laser. 
Semiconductor lasers currently a.va.ilable are mostly constructed from ga.in 
media based on bulk materials. Potential advantage of using nanostructures 
instead of bulk material would be in lower threshold current and lower tem-
peratura dependence. The dependence can be expressed in the form [17) 
.lth = .J:l exp(~) (16) 
where To is characteristic temperatura a.nd Jfh is a threshold current for 
temperature O °C. The reason of low temperatura dependence is linked to the 
fact that characteristic temperatura T0 depends on dimension of material, 
for OD material To tends to infinity. 
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2.3.3 Waveguides 
Some samples studied in this thesis contain waveguiding structures. This 
section will provide a brief introduction in the theory of waveguides that is 
described in greater detail in various books like [15, 18]. 
Propagation of light inside a dielectric material could be described by ray 
optics although the wave and modal description must be used for an exact 
description. The ray optics is sufficient for basic treatment of waveguides. 
The plane-wave approach to modal analysis is sufficient for studying these 
characteristic waves of the planar, perfectly conducting guide that can prop-
agate unattenuated down its length. Additional modes are needed, however, 
to represent a general electromagnetic disturbance in the guide. 
A waveguide can be defined as a structw·e capable of guiding the flow of 
electromagnetic energy in a direction parallel to the axis. A radiation field 
guided by the waveguide could take a form of a superposition of uniform plane 
waves propagating down the guide, undergoing successive interual reflections 
at various angles to its axis. Complete analysis of such a guided wave is 
quite complicated. We therefore look for a more simple set of elementary 
waves, that may be used to describe the expected state of the wave. These 
elementary waves, characteristic for a particular waveguide, are called the 
modes of a waveguide. 
A waveguide mode is an electromagnetic wave that propagates along a 
waveguide with a well-defined parameters like phase velocity and group veloc-
ity. The modes are referred to as the "characteristic waves" of the structure 
because their field vector satisfies the wave equation in all the media of the 
guide, as well as the boundary conditions at the interfaces. Modes char-
acterize the structure and do not depend on the source of radiation. Each 
propagating mode in the interier of a dielectric waveguide can be described 
as a superposition of uniform plane waves propagating at a fixed angle with 
the axis. 
The number of modes is determined by spatial dimensions of the structure 
and the wavelength of the used light. For simplicity, the number of modes is 
determined by the ratio between waveguide size (width) and the wavelength. 
Each structure has critical wavelength that is the longest wavelength that 
can form a mode inside the structure. Critical wavelength for a dielectric 
waveguide also depends on difference of refraction index outside and inside 
the waveguide. 
For a guide of finite thickness, we will only have a finite number of such 
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unattPnuaterl propagating modes. To dPscribe a gPneral fielrl, we will have 
to add a continuous spatial spectrurn of modes corresponcling to all real 
angles smaller than the critical angle in the guirle, as well as a continuously 
distributecl set. of nonpropagating waves, it means waves that clecay in the 
.: dircction away frorn sources or discontinuit.ies. Charact.eristic waves t.hat 
clo not satisfy racliation conclitiou fall iuto a broad class of ruodes called 
·· improper''. The most import.ant oť these. originally c:allecl "leaky waves", 
were first. clescribed in the micrownw literatme. As their nanw implies, some 
oť their power is continuously racliatecl t.hrough t he walls oť the guidc. 
In semiconductor mat.erials. a planar clil'lect ric waveguide is often usecl. 
This st.ruct ure contains oue nwteria1 in con· of waveguide and another ma-
terial with lower refraction index as substrate ancl superst.rate. The electro-
nmgnet.ic wave is guided insicle thc structun' with higher refral'tion index by 
refiections on borders between envirumnent uf diflerent reťraction indexes. 
Another large part of wavcguicles are structures used for optical communi-
catious or iu fiLcr optics. A fiLer is a cyliudrical st.ructme whcre profilc of 
core and shell is round- conditions given on values of refraction index of core 
and shell are similar to the planar waveguide. However, for integration in 
optoelectronics, for snmll sizes, planar waveguides are more simple to fonn 
and use. More information can be found in monographies on waveguides, for 
example [18]. 
The description of propagation reveals ba.'3ic properties of a waveguicle, 
but one important task was omitted. Intensity of guidecl light is dependent 
on efficiPncy of conpling external sonrce of light int.o the guiding structure. A 
large development of optical communicatious needs also improvernent of this 
efficiency. Coupling can be perforrned by two methods. One method coule! be 
d(~scribcd as adaptation of dectromagnctic fidd to thc proper form, able to be 
guicled in a waveguide, the second method is based on use of total reftections. 
The adaptation of field can be dmw by a leus or by a directiou of incident 
light. Experiments using adaptatiou of the angle of coupling with the aim to 
use the desirecl mode in the waveguicling structure are also presented in [18]. 
Frustrated total reftection [18] is a coupliug method developed in 1947. One 
possible realization contains a prisrn on surL-tcc of material ancl a gap of low 
refraction index between prism ancl material. 
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2.4 Photonic crystals 
The optical analogue of a normal crystal is the photonic crystal where pho-
tons are constrained to propage within dielectric lattice like electrons propa-
gate through a periodic cha.nge of potential. Hence the theory of nanocrystals 
and quantum confinement from the electronic point of view has its optical 
analogue in optical region. Photons c:an be confined in one1 two or three 
dimensions [91 1) similarly to the nanomaterials discussed above. Quantum 
well is similar to planar optical waveguide1 2D qua'ntum confined structure 
(quantnm wire) is similar to the optical fiber and OD strncture (nanocrys-
tal) is similar to the microsphere optical cavity1 elemental part of a photonic 
crystal. 
Photonic crystals represent a class of nanomaterials containing ordered 
structures of periodically changing refraction index on the scale of a light 
wavelength. In a photonic crystal1 for a certain energy of a photon and a 
certain wave vector (direction of propagation) 1 a photon ca.nnot propagate 
through the crystal [191 20). The photon generated inside cannot propagate 
in this direction and light from outside the material is reftected. The contrast 
of refraction index of beads and interstices predicts the quality of the band 
gap. 
In case of silica beads and voids of air 1 refraction index is not high enough 
to develop the real band gap in all directions. Preparation of sub-micron 
beads from material with high refraction index is difficult 1 hence inverse 
opal structure was prepared. The advantage of the inverse opal consist in 
full band gap. Voids are filled with material of high refractive index and 
beads are removed. Templates for preparing inverse opal are usually either 
polystyren or silica beads. Such beads are later removed. The polystyren is 
burnt out and silica beads are etched by HF acid. 
The band structure of the photonic crystal determines the optical prop-
erties like transmission 1 reflec:tion and their angular dependence. Therefore1 
the determination of the structure is a subject of interest for many labora-
tories. The theory of a photonic crystal is presented in various books [20). 
An exciting fact of a photonic band gap structure is that it can be evalu-
ated from the first principles and the results are consistent with experiment. 
Many methods for a photonic band gap determination were proposed and all 
ca.n be divided into two main groups: frequency domain and time domain de-
scription [20). In frequency domain techniques1 the Transfer Matrix Method 
should be mentioned. Calculations are based on the transmission and reflec-
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tion r.oefficients and band strncture for electromagnetic waves by using the 
transfer matrix of the system. The band structure is calculated by diagonal-
ization of the transfer matrix. This method can be sufficient for propagation 
of electromagnetic modes through a finite phot.onic crystal, but is limited to 
lower frequencies. The Finite-Difference Time Domain method is an exam-
ple of the second group and is based on calculation of time evolution of the 
electromagnetic waves by direct discretization of Maxwell's equations. The 
a.dvantage of this method is that results for a large frequency range can be 
obtained very quickly. This method is aJso suitable for calculations of trans-
missiou a.ud reflectiou coefficieut 1:\1:! well as for simulation of a wave packet 
propa.gation. 
The analogy between electronics and photonics can be exploited by us-
ing the concept of doping photonic crystal. Acceptor or donor impurities in 
semiconductor introduce impurity states in the band gap. The same can be 
done in a photonic crystal by breaking symmetry of the dielectric function 
either by removing orby adding a constitu.ent. This defect is spatially local-
ized, so the photon has the allowed frequency in the band gap through which 
photon can propa.gate. The structure is called micro-cavity, and important 
property of this structure is directionality of emitted light. 
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3 Semiconductor nanocrystalline materials 
Properties of a nanocrystal differ with respect to the substrate material and 
form of a nanocrystal. Combination of the shape of a nanocrystal, its sur-
roundings and its size gives a number of completely differeut samples even if 
the same elements are used for preparation. Different spectra are obtained 
also from samples with various positions of nanocrystals inside the material 
(in a layer, whole volume, etc.). Even material ccintaining nanocrystals of 
identical size and composition could behave differently due to the fact that 
in one case, nanocrystals form a layer on the surface, and in the other case 
they are embedded inside the matrix material. 
Nanocrystals on the.surfa.ce could be prepared in high density and usually 
there is no matrix material between them. Such material can be studied by 
direct observation in contrast to nanocrystals embedded inside the matrix 
material. Properties of nanocrystals of high density are more easily stud-
ied due to the fact that large concentration of nanocrystals presents larger 
changes in behavior in comparison to bulk "properties. 
N anocrystals embedded inside the matrix material are usually more sep-
arated one from another. Each nanocrystal is surrounded by a matrix mate-
rial, and on interface of those two materials, different surfa.ce energy states 
are formed. These states are the reason why the same nanocrystal (same 
size, material) has different properties wheu au 1mrface and when embedded 
inside the material. Concentration of nanocrystals is correlated with mean 
distance between nanocrystals, so we can prepare sufficient sample to study 
one single nanocrystal. 
These changes of nanocrystal properties and their control are topic of 
this section. At first, prepa.ration methods of nanocrystals will be explained, 
followed by a detailed description of materials studied in aur laboratory. 
3.1 Preparation methods 
There are many methods of preparing nanocr.ystals. For easier description, 
it is convenient to group methods by a common part of preparation or for 
example by the similar form of prepared material. Selection criteria can be 
for example: state of matter used for preparation (gas, liquid or solid state) 
or temperatura of preparation (high and low temperatura of preparation) 
[21]. Preparation techniques may be also grouped according to the direc-
tion of formation: (i} bottom-up techniques - growth of nanocrystals from 
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atomic and/or molecular constituents (precursors), (ii) top-down techniques 
- dividing bulk material into small parts. 
Due to the different properties of nanocrystals on the surface or embed-
ded inside the substrate, preparation methods in this thesis will be divided 
according to the resulting form of sample into methods forming a layer of 
nanocrystals on the surface a.nd methods preparing na.nocrystals inside the 
matrix. 
3.1.1 Nanocrystalline layer on the surface 
Methods for preparation of a thin layer of material on the surface have been 
studied for a long time. Very thin layers c:an posses difft-.rent properties in 
comparison to the bulk material and this property has been widely examined 
for example in electronics. Advanced development of these methods gives the 
possibility to utilize this knowledge also for preparation of nanocrystals. 
The first described method is important for its simplicity and low costs, 
that allows nearly every laboratory to prepare own samples. It is precipita-
tion of semiconductors from liquid precursors in solution. The preparation 
has two steps: growth of the nanocrystals from the pt·ecursor and the second 
phase is formation of a solid material from the nanocrystals in liquid. Accord-
ing to the concentration and temperature of the precursors the nanocrystals 
of a specific size are formed. Solid samples can be prepared from solution 
using various methods, e.g. the sol-gel method and deposition of layers by 
the dij>- and spin-coating. Dip coating forms solid layers on substrate re-
peatedly dipped into the suspension which is attached on the surface due to 
cohesive and viscous forces. Spin coating uses a rotating plate (substrate) 
on which suspension is poured. Due to the centrifuga! forces, solutiou flows 
radially outwards and covers the substrate with a uniform layer. The spin-
and dip-coating techniques may be applied to form layers of nanocrystals 
from their colloidal suspensions. 
A method used mainly for preparation thin films of III-V and II-VI semi-
conductors is chemical vapor deposition ( CVD). This basic name can be ex-
tended with another more precise specifications: metalorganic chemical vapor 
deposition (MOCVD), plasma enhance chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) 
etc.. The chemical vapor of precursors is directed to a heated substrate in the 
reaction chamber where the desired semiconductor material is formed. One 
modification of this method, called Stransky-I<rastanov growth, can produce 
nanocrystals by deposition a very thin layer of semiconductor which collapses 
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dueto strain into small nanocrystalline islands. These techniques are poten-
tially dangerous as they often use poisonous gases. Even if this method is 
expensive, it is available commercially and used in many laboratories. 
Fabrication of complex structures in microelectronics is based on lithog-
raphy. This technology has many variants with different sources of radiation 
used for writing structures into the resist: electron-beam lithography, X-ray 
lithography or optical lithography. For example .electron-beam lithography 
was used for preparation of quantum dots (QD) (21, 22]. The most common 
lithography employs irradiation of samples with light through a mask. Irra-
diated (or non-irradiated) parts of the surface are removed and the desired 
pattern is etched into the substrate. Wavelength of the applied light is a 
limiting factor determining the size of minimal features (diffraction limited 
resolution). Therefore, advanced methods like electron beam lithography 
must be used to achieve nanometer resolution. 
The etching may be performed by a beam of ions or by a chemical re-
action on the surface of the material. Th~ electrochemical etching without 
lithographical mask used to prepare the so called porous silicon (23] - the 
first and the most popular nanocrystallin~ silicon material. This method 
was used for preparation of our samples and will be described in separate 
section (Sec. 3.2.1). 
Lithography and etching methods are also suitable for the fabrication 
of two dimensional photonic crystals. A planar pattern on surface can be 
written for example by the e-beam lithography. 
3.1.2 Nanocrystals embedded inside a matrix 
N anocrystals embedded inside the host matrix are formed mainly from a 
solution. To incorporate nanocrystals inside the host matrix in solid form is 
more difficult a.nd ne~ds a specialized equipment. Samples presented in this 
section are more stable, because nanocrystals are not in direct contact with 
the surrounding ambient and may be well passivated. 
Precipitation from solution is one of the oldest methods of preparing 
nanocrystals. The original methods do not produce a thin layer, as in the 
method described above, but produce thick solid samples. Materials using 
special nanocrystal properties without understanding them had been used 
a long time before the discovery of nanocrystal existence. Namely in color 
glasses that contain different numbers and sizes of nanocrystals causing filtra-
tion of light. Such materials are prepared by precipitation from melted glass. 
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Popular nanocrystal materials prepared in this way are CdS and CdSe. The 
size of prepared nanoparticles can be controlled in three ways - duration and 
temperature of annealing and concentl"ation of reactants. Optima! grain size 
and uniformity was achieved with the lowest concentration demonstrating 
important role of kinetic.<:~ in this method of pl"epal"ation. 
Semiconductor concentration plays a major role in size dispersion of quan-
tum dots in glass. Lower dopant concentration leads· to larger quantum dot 
sizes with less dispersion. Dispersion could be decreased also by double an-
nealing of the glass, separated nucleation and growth regime. Such effect 
was presented in [21]: single annealing reached size dispersion of 10.5% but 
double annealing resulted in a 3% distribution. 
Another method in this section is ion implantation, method that incor-
porates impurity material into a solid matrix. In semiconductor technology, 
this method has recently almost completely replaced chemical doping. Dur-
ing implantation, source material of impurity atoms is vaporized (ionized} 
and ions are then accelerated a.nd directed on the desired substrate. The 
most important parameter of implantation is kinetic energy of accelerated 
ions and total dose. As the implanted ions enter the matrix material, their 
kinetic energy decreases by collisions of host material atoms until it finally 
stops at a certain depth. The stopping power is function of implantation 
energy and property of matrix material. This method was also used for 
preparation of samples described in this work and will be the subject of the 
following sections. 
3.2 Studied materials 
Nanocrystals we use are all based on the most popular semiconductor ma-
terial, silicon. Reasons for choosing this material were discussed above, we 
would only like to emphasise its high reserve in nature and well developed 
technology for its industrial production. Among various forms of Si nanocrys-
tals [24, ll, 21], we study three of them: nanocrystals implanted in silica 
glass, nanocrystals in artificial opals and colloids of porous silicon. Each 
form is discussed in a separate paragraph. 
3.2.1 Porous silicon and its colloids 
Material called porous silicon was the first presented form of silicon nanos-
tructure emitting visible light [2]. The porous silicon used in this study 
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Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the porous silicon preparation. 
was prepared in the Institute of Physics, Academy of Science of the Czech 
Republic [I]. 
Preparation can be simply described as an electrochemical reaction on 
the Si surface in an HF solution in electric field [l, 23]. The preparation 
schema is presented in Fig. 4. 
Several conditions for porous silicon formation should be fulfilled. The 
first parameter that must be controlled is electrical potential given on the 
sample. Polarization of applied potential have to be anodic - holes flow from 
the source material into an electrolyte. Under use of cathodic polarization, 
no dissolution of Si surface could be observed. Proper value of potential 
is important, at high potential the Si surface is polished instead of making 
porous material. The current value on the border between polishing and 
porous Si formation, called electropolishing peak, depends mainly on sub-
strate resistivity and HF concentration. 
The exact dissolution chemistry of Si is still under investigation, and 
different mechanisms have been proposed. However, it is generally accepted 
that holes are required for electropolishing as well as for pore formation. 
During pore formation, two H atoms evolve for every Si atom dissolved. The 
H evolution disappears when the process enters the electropolishing regime, 
because current efficiencies are about two electrons per one dissolved Si atom 
in the pore formation regime and about four electrons during electropolishing 
- see following equations [1]. 
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the prepara.tion of colloidal suspensions 
from the porous silicon powder. 
pore formation 
Si + 6H F - H2SiF6 + H2 + 2H+ + 2e-
electropolishing 
Si + 6H F - H2SiF6 + 4H+ + 4e-
The aqueous solution used for etching does not contain only HF and 
water. HF is dissolved in water with ethanol to increase wettability of the 
porous silicon surface and to improve the uniformity of the porous silicon 
la.yer in depth. The pure a.queous solution forms bubbles and sticks them on 
the Si surface. Bubbles are removed in solution with contens of ethanol. 
Drying of porous silicon layers is the crucial step especially for material 
with high porosity. Different methods have been developed to reduce or 
eliminate the capillary stress. In this study, reduction of this effect is not 
needed because we use porous silicon as powder removed from a substrate 
silicon. . 
Preparation method of colloid is presented in Fig. 5. Colloids were pre-
pa.red by pouring an organic solvent onto porous silicon powder and mixing 
it with a small propeller or in ultrasonic bath. As the prepared powder con-
tains grains with size of even tens p.m, mixing decreases size of the biggest 
particles but is inefficient on particles smaller than p.m size. Further size 
selection is possible by using repeated sedimentation or centrifugation. It 
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Figure 6: Scheme of implantation method where material is implanted wíth 
Si+ ions. Material can be silica glass (right) or artificial opal (left). After 
implantation, samples are annealed to form nanocrystals shown as larger red 
circles in the lower pictures. 
is also possible to filter suspension by a membrane with pores hundreds nm 
big. 
The suspension can be than deposited on a cleaned surface by spin- or 
dip-coating method. Proper combination of substrate and solvent could form 
interesting self-organized structure. 
3.2.2 Nanocrystals implanted in silica glass 
More stable material than porous silicon can be obtained by embedding 
nanocrystals into the Si02 matrix [31]. Implantation is a technology largely 
used in electronics, so its use for nanocrystals preparation is a step toward 
nanocrystals incorporated into standard electronic circuits. (CMOS compat-
ible technology) 
The most important material for our work is silica glass implanted with 
Si nanocrystals. This type of material is presently studied in many groups 
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Figure 7: Profile of the refraction index for implantation doses from 
3xl017cm-2 up to 6xl017cm-2 
[25, 26, 27, 28]. Our samples are prepared in cooperation with the Australian 
National University of Canberra - Laboratory of Prof. Elliman. This labora-
tory has wide experience with preparation of such implanted samples [29, 30]. 
The advantage of silicon ion implantation consist in a good control of the 
size , depth profile and concentration of silicon nanocrystals. Preparation can 
be divided into three steps. At first the implantation increases concentration 
of Si ions in implanted material, annealing then forms nanocrystals and the 
final step is enhancing luminescence of the formed nanocrystals. 
The implantation is performed in a high vacuum chamber. Silica glass is 
implanted by Si+ ions with desired implantation dose (see Fig. 6). Higher 
doses imply formation of bigger nanocrystals. Energy of implantation de-
termines the refraction index profile and depth of implanted nanocrystals 
under the surface which have to remain constant during the whole implan-
tation lasting for several hours. 
The second step is annealing. Samples are annealed for 1 hour at high 
temperature (llOO °C) in an N2 ambient. In this step, nanocrystals are 
formed from implanted ions. Excess concentration linked to time of annealing 
determines nanocrystal size. 
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The last step is passivation of surface which is done in forming gas 
(N2/H2) under temperatura of 500°C for one hour. This step is important 
to improve passivation of surface effects. Influence of passivation on stabil-
it.y of prepared materials was confirmed for example by [30], where authors 
proposed that interface trap density can be reduced by annealing in forming 
gas. 
The smallest observed size of Si nanocrystal prepared by implantation 
was 2.5 nm [31], which indicates existence of minimal excess Si concentration 
necessary for nanocrystal formation. Concentration should be of a few atomic 
percent, requiring irriplantation doses in the range of 1017 cm - 2. 
The depth of nanocrystals implanted in a material depends on implan-
tation energy and on properties of the implanted matel"ial. The higher im-
plantation (energy), th~ deeper nanocrystals are buried in the material. Im-
plantation intensity held consta.nt for the whole implantation time forms a 
layer of implanted material at a certain depth. Hence materials prepared 
and studied in this work contain a layer <:>f nanocrystals in a specific depth 
according to the implantation energy. 
The refraction index of nanocrystals is higher than that of a matrix mate-
rial and hence the mean refraction index is proportional to the concentration 
of nanocrystals (Fig. 7). The layer of buried nanocrystals forms an asymmet-
ric planar waveguide. A material prepared by implantation contains density 
of nanocrystals varying with depth under the surface. Max:imal concentra-
tion is at the depth specified according to implantation conditions. Depth 
of each nanocrystal follows the asymmetric Gaussian distribution and there-
fore structure formed by nanocrystals is a gradient waveguide. The profile of 
refraction index depends on implantation energy, ftuency and also annealing 
r.onditions. AU these conditions are difficult to keep when using different 
equipment. Therefore a preparation of identical samples, or samples with 
desired conditions is quite difficult. 
Connecting the depth distribution of nanocrystals with refraction index 
value leads to an explanation of the implanted layer property. Spatial re-
striction of waveguide is only in one direction and two remaining directions 
are limited only by the size of a sample. What is more important is that 
structure buried near the surface has two different boundary conditions (see 
Fig. 7). On the surface, there is jump in refraction index from glass (also 
with few nanocrystals possibly inside) to air. Interface inside the sample has 
no such sharp change and this side is more similar to gradient waveguide 
where core slowly changes to shell. 
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Figure 8: SEM image of typical boundaries of the cleaved facets in the Si02 
opal. [35] 
3.2.3 Artificial opals 
Artificial opals were named after natural gemstone with similar micro-structure. 
Silica opal has relatively low contrast of refraction index to form real photonic 
gap. However, preparation of an inverse structure with interstitials filled with 
semiconductor or beads composed of semiconductor gives us refraction index 
contrast high enough to observe photonic gap. 
The 3D photonic structurc was first prepared in 1987 by two groups in the 
United States [32, 33]. To grow photonic crystal, the ion beam technology 
was used. The structure formed in this method contains a photonic band 
gap at 1.55 µ.m (important telecomunication wavelength). 
There are several methods of photonic structures preparation, for example 
gravity sedimentation or chemical synthesis with particles self organized into 
silica beads of sizes ranging between 100 and 700 nm [34]. 
Gravity sedimentation is a process where particles, suspended in solu-
tion, settle to the bottom of the receiver, as solvent evaporates. The critical 
point i~ finding thc proper conditions for liqui<l cvaporntion so that part.i-
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cles form a periodic lattice. The size of crystallites depends on dura.tion of 
crystallization, temperatura, humidity, source solvent properties and others. 
In this thesis, preparation from solution will be described. The process 
st.arted with solution in eler.trir. field. Sedimentat.ion was r.ontrolled by field 
of order 0.1 V /cm present in between a platinum grid and a mercury layer. 
The sedimentation took several days. Self supporting opals were formed by 
partial sintering of the silica particles at temperature of approximately 900 
°C for about 2 hours. Silica balls formed by this process were of size around 
300 nm with size dispersion better than 2%. 
Another possible method is a sample prepared by hydrolysis and conden-
sation of tetraethoxysilane in a mixture of water, ammonia and ethanol. The 
result of this method is presented in Fig. 8 [35]. This figure also illustrates 
low size distribution of opal beads; in this experiment, standard deviation of 
size distribution was lower than 5%. 
We should also describe another material similar to artificial opals, called 
inverted opals. Inverted opals are prepared 4Sually from solution. In which 
an artificial structure of beads (similar to opals) serve as template for the 
final structure. This strur.ture is Jater removed (for exa.mple by chemical way) 
and the studied material is only in pla.ces where spaces between individual 
beads were (36, 37]. · 
Even more interesting is fiJling voids with material emitting light. The 
.first experiment with light emitting material eml>edded inside opals and bav-
ing bigger refraction index contrast was carried out 10 years ago [38]. In that 
experiment laser dye was used as a light source inside the artificia.l opal, ma-
trix material contained approxima.tely 200 nm big silica beads. 
Samples used in this study conta.in Si ions implanted into the opals [39, 
40]. The aim is to incorporate a nanocrystal as a source of light inside 
an opal sphere. Preparation is similar to the impla.ntation of silica glasses 
with Si ions (section 3.2.2). The annealing needs more control compa.red 
to the implantation of silica glass, beca.use high temperature of annealing 
could destroy the photonic structure. Alternatively theSi nanocrystals were 
introduced into opal voids by impregnating porous silicon suspensions into 
an artificial opal [V]. 
Our opal samples are prepared by the Group of Inorganic Chemistry 
(GMI), Institute of Physics and Chemistry of Materials, Strasbourg, France. 
Implantation is again performed on Australian National University in Can-
berra. The samples are fragile and handling it is diflicult. 
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4 Experimental techniques 
In the following sections, differences between experimental methods to ob-
serve nanocrystals on the surface of the sample and those embedded inside 
the sample will be describe~. What is similar for both of them is change of 
energy spectra due to the size of nanocrystals described in the theoretical 
section. 
Up to now, most attention was pa.id to effects relating to the size of 
nanocrystals, so it might seem that preparation method forms material with 
nanocrystals of definite size. However, in a real sample, si7.es of nanocrystals 
are distributed with certain probability around the mean size. This size dis-
tribution is an important criterion providing information about the quality of 
the prepared sample. The experimental method must consider this fact and, 
when we would like to study basic property of a certain size of nanocrystals, 
we have to try to eliminate this broadening. . 
In the following sections, experimental methods are divided into groups. 
Optical methods are the most important for us because we are interested in 
optical properties of materials with their potential use as a source of radia-
tion. However, optical methods could not give us all information about the 
studied material. Additional information about morphology of the sample 
could reveal facts important for proper evaluation of data obtained from op-
tical measurements. Methods described in the following sections are mainly 
those used to study three types of materials discussed in this thesis, comple-
mented with several methods used for similar materials or specially developed 
for nanocrystals investigation. 
4.1 Size and morphology determination 
The following sections will provide basic information on methods usable for 
the morphology characterization, distribution of sizes, mean size, density of 
nanocrystals and their shape in samples studied in this thesis. An introduc-
tion into the method used for similar samples in other laboratories will be 
also given. 
Scanning electron microscopy N anocrystals and other particles of size 
smaller than p.m could not be observed directly by using standard optical 
microscopes. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a method using inter-
action of an electron and an atom to visualize the surface of the sample 
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(20]. 
The maximum resolution of optical methods is about half of used wave-
length, so for visible light it is not less than 200 nm, which is too rough for 
observation of nanocrystals of several nm size. Objects of such small sizes 
could be visualized only by methods based on radiation with much smaller 
wavelengths. Electron microscopes use electrons at energies of a few thou-
sand electron Volt (eV), which is not comparable with optical photons with 
energy up to 3 eV. According to de Broglie equation, wavelength ofsuch high 
energy particles is at the range of 0.01 nm. Although reak resolution that 
could be achieved is only in the range of 0.1 nm, it is a great advance against 
an optical microscope. 
SEM is a technique used to obtain an image of the sample by scanning 
of an electron beam over the surface of a specially prepared sample ( espe-
cially non-conducting samples need special treatment). The electron beam 
is focused on an area usually 10-20 nm in diameter, which is a real resolu-
tion value. The beam is scanned over the s~ple (similar to the television) 
and stays on each point for a period of time determined by the scan speed. 
There are several types of effects tha.t could be used to form SEM image, for 
example: back-scattered electrons, secondary electrons, low energy X-rays. 
Raman spectroscopy Nanocrystals inside the matrix are even more dif-
ficult to observe. For example, it is not possible to use the SEM method 
described above. Raman spectroscopy is one of the possible nondestructive 
methods for such samples (42, 43, 44]. 
The Raman spectra were discovered in 1928 in sunlight scattered by a. 
liqnid. By nsing complementary filters, it was fonnd out that frequencies 
present in scattered light are lower than in filtered light. Later experiments 
were performed with spectrally narrow laser pulses. In the spectra observed, 
there was not only excitation wavelength, but also new frequencies charac-
teristic for the studied material. 
The mechanism of the Rama.n effect is based on collision of a photon 
passing through a material with a.n a_tom or a molecule. lf collision is elastic, 
the photon bounces off the molecules with unchanged energy and momen-
tum, and hence with unchanged frequency - Rayleigh scattering. On the 
other band, an inelastic collision of a photon causes change in its energy and 
momentum. New frequency of the photon is determined according to the ro-
tation and vibrational energy state of an interacting molecule or atom. The 
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frequency shift corresponding to the vibrational or l'Otational states contains 
two parts, Stokes and anti Stokes line. The Raman spectra measurement 
detects such changes. Experiments are described in many works, for exam-
ple [16). Excitation by highly monochromatic light from a laser impa.cts on 
a sample in an appropriate transparent cell and scattered ra.diation is then 
detected and analyzed. 
This method can reveal size distribution of nanocrystals inside material 
a.ccording to the change of Raman spectra detected from a given sample 
(change of shape and position of the Raman peaks (42]). The article [43) 
theoretically models changes of Raman spectra according to the Si sphere 
size. The model consider two types of particles columns and beads. Equa-
tions in this article allow to determine size of nanocrystals from the detected 
Raman spectra. 
Infrared spectroscopy Infrared spectroscopy studies intera.ction of ma-
terials with ra.diation in the infrared region of the spectrum. The infrared 
region is valuable for the study of material structure because energy of vi-
brations of atoms in molecules and crystals falls in the infrared range. The 
infrared spectroscopy is often used for chara.cterization of molecules, because 
the infrared absorption spectrum is highly chara.cteristic and could be used 
as a molecular fingerprint. 
But our samples are mostly composed of amorphous silica glass and the 
classical infrared spectroscopy gives little information. Instea.d we measured 
near infrared transmission spectra in which clear interference fringes are pre-
sented that are used to calculate refra.ction index profile of the implanted 
layers. The profile is supposed to have a donhle Ganssian shape and its pa-
rameters are obtained by optimizing the numerical fit of experimental spectra 
presented in Fig. 7. 
X-ray scattering A recent article [45] describes use of X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) on samples containing a layer of nanocrystals (similar 
to our samples). XPS gives data about bonds and coordination on surfa.ce 
of the sample. The authors support this method with an Ar ion sputtering 
that allows also probing the bulk, but at the expense of destruction of the 
sample. So, this method could be used in case we are able repeatedly prepare 
identical samples so that we can afford destroying one of them. 
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4.2 Optical transitions 
This study is focused on optical properties, so this section contains most of 
the used experimental equipment. 
Set-ups used for experiments are mainly home made. The advantage of 
own equipment consist in the fact that it is prepared with respect to special 
needs of each measurement. Measurements done using devices described in 
this section contain luminescence measurement and luminescence angular 
dependences. 
Excitation sources used for our measurements were three powerful lasers: 
Ar-ion, Nd:YAG and excimer XeCllaser. 
Ar-ion laser is a gas laser based on ionized Ar emission lines. Ar ion 
emission spectra contain a number of lines useful for lasing, and our laser 
(Coherent Innova 250) was tunable on each of the line quite simply. The 
maximum emission power is in the range of several W. In our experiments, 
mainly the line 458 nm was used. 
The Nd:YAG laser (EKSPLA NL 303) is a solid state pulsed laser with 
fundamental emission wavelength at 1064 nm. The laser used in the following 
experiments is complemented with an Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) 
PG 122 that enables tuning of emission wavelength quasi continuously (step 
0.1 nm) in range from ultra violet (UV) up to near infrared (NIR). 
The excimer laser is based on tra.nsitions in excited molecules of rare 
gases. Our laser works with XeCl and its pulse duration is 30 ns at emission 
wavelength 308 nm. The laser could be complemented with a dye laser to 
change the emission wavelength. However, no dye laser was used for the 
described experiments. 
As the excitation laser light is relatively very strong co~pared to studied 
signals, refl.ection or scattering of an excitation laser beam should be blocked 
to prevent its detection on sensitive detectors. Spatially, it is provided by 
detecting the signal from different angle than the incident and refiected laser 
beam propagates. Spectral filtering is performed by edge filters in detection 
part that removes the spectral part containing laser emission wavelength. 
Luminescence study can give us basic knowledge about energy levels that 
are involved in radiative transitions. More information on energy structure 
can be obtained only by a combination of luminescence measurement with 
other methods like absorption, luminescence excitation, Raman spectroscopy 
etc.. Some of them we applied for investigation of our silicon nanostructures. 
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4.2.1 Luminescence measurement 
Standard luminescence set-up consists of an excitation source, detection op-
tics and a detector. Luminescence measurement was excited by a continuous 
wave Ar-ion laser on wavelength from 458 nm to 514 nm. Variations of basic 
luminescence measurement include time resolved measurement, photolumi-
nescence excitation and several others. 
Simple luminescence measurement was performed on colloids of porous 
silicon either deposited on a substrate or observed as a liquid in a cuvette. 
The signal spatial distribution does not contain any preferred direction, so 
detection with high numeric aperture could give a higher signal to noise ratio. 
There are no such effects like those, observed in waveguiding samples, where 
detection with high aperture could mix various modes and cause difficulties 
in results interpretation. 
The sample excitation at one wavelength could bring a lot of information 
about energy levels in a material. Howeve1·, for diffm·ent excitation ener-
gies, different levels could come into effect-. Measurement of the change in 
luminescence spectra, according to the excitation wavelength, is called photo-
luminescence excitation (PLE). The source used for this measurement should 
enable variation of an excitation wavelength without any other changes. This 
can be done either by a source with broad spectra filtered with interference 
filters or monochromator (one for each used wavelength), or by a tunable 
laser. 
Luminescence excited by a pulsed source must be detected in specific 
time after the excitation source is switched off. Time-resolved measurement 
could be realized for example by using fast photodiode array or a fast CCD 
device that could measure processes down to several ns. Faster processes 
need special high-speed detection system, for example streak camera. Lumi-
nescence decay depends on the studied material (its energy levels properties) 
and could be expressed by an exponential function of time, in the simplest 
case. But often it is necessary to use a more complica.ted fit with at least two 
exponentials. Firstly for porous silicon and later for other materials contain-
ing nanocrystals, decay line shape is recognized as a stretched exponential 
[31, 1). 
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Figure 9: Scheme of angular PL measurement. A blue laser beam is used for 
excitation. The detection fiber is attached to the moving part of a goniometer 
and the detection collection angle is 1°. 
4.2.2 Spatial distribution of luminescence 
The first luminescence measurements of the implanted samples reveal dif-
ferent spectral shape detected from the edge and those detected from the 
plane of the sample [46]. A special experimental set-up was prepared for 
those measurements to detect angular dependence of luminescence spectra 
that could lead to better understanding of the observed effect. 
The set-up for angular measurement is based on a rotating part with 
attached detection fiber. The detection fiber was approximately 5 cm from 
the sample with detecting angle 1°. The scheme of experimental arrangement 
is in Fig. 9. For polarization measurement, the analyzer was placed between 
the sample and the detection fiber. 
The first experiment was done by modifying a commercial goniometer, 
without its original optical part, see Fig. 10 (upper part). This figure shows 
angular arrangement with excitation by an optical fiber (bottom part). The 
edge of the sample from which we detect the signal is at the axis of the 
goniometer. In this setting, scale determines the detection angle. 
For basic angular measurement, such goniometer was suffi.cient. How-
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Figure 10: The first set-up for angular PL measurements, using an excitation 
beam sent through optical fiber. 
ever, future needs reveal several disadvantages, for example problems with 
fixing the sample. To overcome such problems, a new arrangement was de-
signed. This task was done by using a new arrangement, completely com-
posed of components of the Lithuanian Standa company, specializing in opto-
mechanical components. The goniometer was smaller than the previous one 
and gave us more freedom in performing all the desired arrangements as well 
as in improving repeatability. 
The whole angular set-up was placed inside a black box in order to 
decrease background signal. Laser excitation was provided to the sample 
through an aperture in one of the walls. As an excitation source, continuous 
Ar-ion laser at wavelength 458 nm with output intensity on this wavelength 
up to 1 W was used. A beam focused on a spot of size less then 1 mm in di-
ameter was directed on the sample. The sample was situated perpendicularly 
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Figure 11: Second set-up for angular measurements, with an excitation fiber. 
to the excitation beam. To enable measurement of the whole angular range 
and to prevent reflection of excitation to the detection part, excitation was 
not horizontal, but coming under an angle approximately 10 degrees descend-
ing. The angle is small enough to neglect its influence during measurement 
evaluation. 
The new goniometer construction started with the aim to easier fasten the 
sample into the holder and to control its position against detection. Although 
this goniometer has also some disadvantages, it is a great advance in comfort 
and possibilities of measurement. The basic part is of course the rotation 
stage with angle control of detected signal in respect to the orientation of the 
sample. The detection fiber was fastened on this micrometer-screw moving 
wheel and holding of the sample was built in the center of this circle. Fasten-
ing of the sample enables us to excite and detect the signal in a wide range 
of angles and also to move the sample in vertical direction. This direction 
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is important for measurement of regions with different implantation doses 
without changing arrangement of the set-up. A picture of this goniometer is 
in Fig. ll. On the left side of the figure, there is the excitation source with 
it.s scale. The excitation fiber ends by a shield with pinhole to obtain a small 
and low divergence excitation source. No sample is present, but it is normally 
fastened at the center of the picture. In the right part of the picture, there 
is the end of the detection fiber connected to scale for determination of the 
detection angle. 
The angular set-up was also used for absorption measurement with the 
source of white light used instead of the excitation laser. The first experi-
ments with excitation light guided via an optical fiber are also on Fig. 10, 
the excitation part is in the lower section of the picture. In the following 
measurements, the P.xcitation fiber was mounted on a rotating part, with the 
axis of rotation above the second edge of the sample. The angle was deter-
mined on a scale fastened to the sample holder with center arranged at the 
excited edge of a sample. . 
For subsequent absorption measurement, the second goniometer was mod-
ified. An externallight was guided through an optical fiber and at the end 
near the sample, there was a collimator. The collimator was approximately 
1 cm in diameter and this part was connected to the set-up in a way to 
enable moving and fixing the whole mechanism to prevent movement of ex-
citation against the sample and detection parts. A scale of excitation angle 
was connected with the sample holder. 
4.2.3 Light coupling into a sample 
An idea to measure guiding properties comes from the fact that luminescence 
excited in one part of the sample is guided and then exits the sample at some 
angles. The aim is to couple white light into the sample to observe exiting 
signal and compare it with luminescence spectra. A similar experiment was 
carried out three years ago by the group of R.G. Elliman [47], but with a 
sample implanted with lower implantation dose than the samples presented 
in our work. 
The excitation of desired mode inside the sample could be achieved with-
out any coupling element, only by setting a proper angle of excitation and 
a proper wavelength. An experiment describing angular dependence of the 
excited mode could be found for example in [18], where an experiment with 
coupling light under diffa·ent excitation a.ngles is dese1·ibed. 
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Figure 12: (A) Scheme of the luminescence measurement and (B) two ways of 
coupling light into the sample - through the prism (a) and by direct coupling 
(b). 
Two different settings were prepa.red for experiments. The first was cou-
pling of light using a prism on the surfa.ce of the sample, which is simila.r 
to setting in [47). The second setting was direct coupling of light through 
a trunca.ted edge of the sample. One part of the set-up fQr this measure-
ment has already been discussed in angular measurement set-up description 
(direct coupling) and the rest will be described in the following para.graphs 
separately for each measurement. Fig. 12B shows the scheme of settings 
used for coupling light into the sample and its angular resolved detection. 
The left side of the ima.ge shows excitation part and detection part is on the 
right side. The shield near the center of the sample prevents detecting signal 
directly from the excitation source. 
Prism coupling The first experiment with light coupling was performed 
by using a continuous excitation source, either Xe or halogen lamp. Both 
sources emit white spectrum, but with a different spectral pro.file. The sig-
nal was guided through a pin hole and a lens with Iang focus to decrease 
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divergence of the ex.cit&tion beam. A qua.rtz prism coupled low divergence 
beam into the sample. Good optical contact between the prism and the sam-
ple provided immerse liquid (refraction index n = 1.515) under the prism. 
Spatial movement of the prism could cause changes in spectra due to the 
different length of the track of light inside the sample. Change of implan-
tation region was done by movement of the sample keeping fixed detection 
and excitation pa.rts. The angle of detection was estimated with lower pre-
cision compared to the angular luminescence measurement. Measurements 
were done before construction of the second goniometer. The new goniome-
ter could be, however, also used for such measurement, which is one of its 
great advantages. 
Direct coupling The sample for this measurement was truncated at an 
angle of 30 degrees. The intention was to spatially separate light entering 
the implanted layer from those entering substrate and detect only the light 
coming through the nanocrystalline layer. The experiment was excited with 
a white LED. Light from LED was coupled via a collimator into an optical 
fiber delivering signal to the proximity of the sample. The fiber ended with a 
collimator similar to the prior one. Divergence of the light exiting fiber was, 
using the collimator, decreased to approximately 10 degrees. The excitation 
angle was determined in a similar way as the detection angle and the scale 
was related to the excited edge of the sample. A spot on the sample was 
not bigger than the size of the implanted layer to prevent problems with 
excitation of two different implanted layers at once and to detect mixed 
spectra of those two different implantations. 
The LED was powered by a battery connected to the LED by a resistor. 
Later, we used the laboratory power supply. The first experiments were done 
in this setting with a common white LED, however later we exchange it with 
a. warm white LED (WWLED) tha.t has a better spectral profile. Electrical 
connections were similar, but some minor changes were done after incorpo-
rating the WWLED which was bigger than the usual LED. The WWLED 
dissipate some energy and needs at least passive cooling. A block of Al ma-
terial connected with thermal conductive paste to the WWLED sufficiently 
guided thermal energy out of the WWLED active part. 
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4.3 Strong excitation effects in nanocrystals 
Measurements described up to now concerned only linear optical properties. 
However, nonlinear effects depend on t.he intensity of excitation and appear 
when intensity overcome certain threshold. The most studied nonlinear effect 
on semiconductor nanocrystals is optical gain. Various methods for determi-
nating the presence of optical gain in material exist. 
The method used for the first optical gain measurement on a semicon-
ductor nanocrystal [4] is called variable stripe length (VSL). This method 
was originally developed for materials with large value of optical gain. Im-
mediately after the article in Nature, many scientists tried to repeat gain 
observation in Si nanocrystals. However, it was proved that for samples with 
a low gain coefficient and waveguiding properties, this method has to be 
supplemented with the shifting excitation spot (SES) method (41]. 
More direct method to reveal optical gain, is the pump and probe mea-
surement. The method requires two pulses with controlled delay between 
them. The pump pulse is a strong one, spectrally narrow- a pulsed laser. 
The probe pulse is low-intensity and spectrally broad. Change of absorption 
is detected a.ccording to the delay between pulses. 
Nonlinear measurements performed on our samples were burning of a 
permanent grating and a pump-and-probe experiment. 
4.3.1 Permanent grating burning 
Strong optical pulse can damage or destroy the Si nanocrystal layer in im-
planted materials. Two beams interfering on a sample can burn on a sample 
grating formed from regions with and without nanocrystalline layer. This is 
similar to the method of nanocrystals preparation, presented in (48], where 
two strong lasers are used for burning out holographic grating. 
The scheme of set-up is in Fig. 13. Strong excitation for this experiment 
was provided by ns pulses from a Nd:YAG laser connected to a tunable optical 
parametric oscillator {OPO). The laser beam was split into two parts by a 
beam splitter with the 50:50 division ratio. Both beams were then focused 
on the sample by a single lens. Focus of lens was at the surface of the sample. 
The sample was mounted on a XYZ translation stage that enables to precise 
positioning of the sample. 
To observe the result of a laser ablation, the Carl Zeis Jena Amplival 
optical microscope with total magnification up to lOOOx, was used. Another 
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Figure 13: Scheme of arrangement for burning grating into an implanted 
sample, using strong Nd:YAG laser, with OPO. 
direct method is a use of a commercial diode laser that is positioned on the 
same mount as a prism and a lens. lts light is directed on the sample and 
then observed on a paper screen behind the sample. If there is a grating on 
the sample, diffraction pattern can be observed. 
4.3.2 Pump-and-probe measurement 
P.ump-and-probe is an experimental method used to study optical gain and 
ether nonlinear properties of materials. The previous experiments with ab-
sorption measurements brought us to the idea that we could try this mea-
surement with white light coupled into the sample as a probe beam. 
The sample was positioned in aur angular dependence set-up and per-
pendicularly exposed to a strong laser beam. The angular set-up was used 
for proper setting of probe and detection angles. 
The pump-and-probe measurement is much more complex then the pre-
vious measurements, so it is necessary to set and control all the cornponents 
properly. The best way to control and synchronize aU incident pulses is to 
use pulse generator and oscilloscope. We used two pulse generators and an 
oscilloscope to detect and check. time correlation of each pulse and to sen~ 
pump and probe pulse at the right time. 
The optical part of this experimental setting is presented in Fig. 14. The 
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Figure 14: Scheme of the set-up for pump and probe measurement. The 
probing part is similar to those used for experiments with coupling WWLED 
into the waveguide. Excitation is supplied by a Nd:YAG laser with OPO. 
most important feature is a strong excitation laser with narrow spectralline 
and a probe pulse with wide emission spectrum. The probe part has already 
been explained as a direct coupling of WWLED light. 
The first pulse-generator, Stanford Resea.rch Systems DG535, gives us 
the reference TTL pulse with duration 200J.LS. The pulse is then splitted 
into two channels, one into the laser and the second into the control unit 
of the intensified CCD (ICCD) camera. The pulse width was chosen as 
the minima! duration needed for laser triggering. The timing unit and the 
control software of the ICCD enable to set a delay sequence, which must be 
synchronized with the test pulse from the WWLED. An output pulse of the 
ICCD camera triggers the second generator (Avtech AV-1010-B), used as a 
power supply for the WWLED. The advantage of pulsed WWLED operation 
is that it can operate at higher current and generate more signal in the 
detecti~n time window - better signal to noise ratio is achieved and shorter 
detection windows are applicable. 
4.4 Spectral detection 
A detection system was set similarly for most of the measurements except 
grating burning where no spectral detection was used. Detection itself could 
be separated into several parts. The first is collecting of detected signal from 
the sample, and then the signal should be spectrally analyzed and detected. 
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Figure 15: Scheme of a detection part of experiments. System contain gath-
ering of the signal (black parts), an imaging spectrometer and an ICCD 
camera. 
The signal collection in our set-up is performed by two ways (Fig. 15-
black part). One way is a double lens system consisting of an aspherical 
collection lens (f=5 cm) and a collimating achromatic lens (f=20 cm), which 
focuses light onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer. The other is an optical 
fiber with round core of 1 mm in dimeter. A detection angle of the fiber 
is about 1°. The second termination of the fiber is shaped into rectangular 
arrangement of the core adapted for connection to the spectrometer. 
The signal is guided on the entrance slit of the imaging spectrometer 
Jobin Yvon Triax 320. Although spectrometer consists of three gratings on 
a turret, only one of them was used for all measurements - the low-dispersion 
grating with 100 grooves/mm. One of two possible sources of the signal is 
selected by a mirror behind the entrance slit which switches axial or side 
entrance. Both entrance slits, as well as the mirror (not presented in Fig. 15, 
could be controlled separately by a computer software allowing easy change 
of the signal source. 
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The final detection is performerl by the TCCD PI-Max Princet.on Instru-
ments camera attached to the exit of the spectrometer. It is possible to cool 
the camera down by incorporated Peltier cooling (thermoelectric effect) to 
decrease dark noise. Fm· all measurements temperatura of the camera was 
set at -20°0. This camera is designed for visible light and has lower sensi-
tivity at Ianger wavelenghts. This fact should be considered when results at 
wavelength Ianger than 850 nm are discussed. 
Time resolved spectra could be measured by the same equipment. The 
ICCD is able to measure processes down to 5 ns resolution. This feature 
was used for time-resolved photoluminescence measurement in porous silicon 
colloids. 
For polarization resolved measurement, linear polarizator positioned be-
tween the sample and the detection fiber wa.c; used. The polarizator is man-
ually controlled. 
4.5 Single nanocrystal spectroscopy 
Common optical investigation of nanocrystals is done with samples contain-
ing huge number of nanocrystals. In such ensemble measurement the distri-
bution of individua) properties causes inhomogeneous broadening of spectra. 
Therefore much information is lost. There are some special spectroscopy 
techniques like the site-selective or spectral hole-burning spectroscopy tha.t 
can, to some extend, overcome inhomogeneous broadening. But they are 
quite complicated, a.pplicable only in special cases and sometimes difficult to 
interpret. Therefore, the best wa.y is to measure directly spectra of single 
nanocrysta.ls. The technique was developed first for single molecules in 1990 
and modified for nanocrystals in 1992. There are three main requirements 
for single nanocrystal measurement: (i) preparation of very clean 8lld di-
luted sample, (ii) excitation and detection of the smallest possible volume 
(using high NA wide-field optics ar near-field optics), (iii) the highest possi-
ble efficiency of signal collection and detection. The single nanocrystal spec-
troscopy was used mainly for nanocrystals of II-VI and III-V semiconductors 
and even for Si nanocrystals. These experiments revealed not only hidden 
fine spectral features but also new unexpected effects like on-off bliuking 
(intermittency)[51]. 
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5 Results and discussion 
The samples used in this work have already been described above. They in-
clude colloidal suspensions of porous silicon, implanted layers of nanocrystals 
in silica glasses and nanocrystals in photonic crystals. Results obtained on 
ea.ch material are described in a sepa.ra.te section with discussion following 
immediately. 
AU experiments presented in this thesis were measured at room tempera-
ture and atmospheric pressure and the spectra were corrected for the spectral 
response of the applied detection system. 
5.1 Luminescence of porous silicon colloids 
Luminescence from Si nanocrystals has been known since 1990 (2) when it 
was first detected on Si material at room temperature. The material used in 
this experiment was porous silicon. Porous silicon is a1so the source material 
for the preparation of colloids used in this work and the related article (I). 
Properties of porous silicon itself can be found in many articles like [12, 
31). Here we describe only properties of porous silicon colloidal suspensions. 
As prepared suspension contain mainly sub-J.&m grains of porous silicon 
with yellow color that emit strong orange luminescence (Fig. 16- green line). 
After few hours lasting sedimentation, the luminescence spectra intensity 
decreases and the maximum blue shift (Fig. 16 - red line). Sedimentation 
time depends on viscosity and density of the suspension. Filtration through 
filter with a pore size of 0.2 p.m removes the biggest particles. The filtered 
suspension lost its color and spectra move to a shorter wavelength (blue 
shift), see Fig. 16- black line. Both the presented effects suggest that the 
majority of nanocrystals were lost and only very small pa.rticles remained in 
the colloid. 
The presence of the nanocrystals in the colloid is proved by absorption 
or by the Ra.man spectroscopy. The a.bsorption spectra present a blue shift 
when compared to the non-filtered suspension. The change of the Raman 
spectra indicates mean diameter of silicon nanocrystals approximately 2 nm 
in both filtered or non-filtered suspension. 
Fig. 16 shows appearance of otherwise hidden green photoluminescence 
band when big grains of porous silicon are sedimented or filtered away. 
The theory suggests that a green photoluminescence should be linked to 
the presence of sma.ll nanocrystals with oxygen related surfa.ce states not 
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Figure 16: Luminescence spectra of Si nanocrystals in ethanol (excitation 
by the 458 nm line of the Ar-laser): a - freshly shaked colloid, b - 1 hour 
sedimented colloid, c - filtered colloid. 
affecting the radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs. The same ef-
fect, green photoluminescence, was well described by several observations of 
various samples. The reason why oxygen-related surface states are not so 
effective has to be investigated in future. We can suggest that it is due to 
the high curvature of a small nanocrystal surface that disable formation of 
stable O=Si bonds. 
Diluted suspensions allow single quantum dot spectroscopy of the individ-
ua} silicon nanocrystals. The green photoluminescence of silicon nanocrys-
tals remains stable even after evaporation of a solvent. High value of auto-
correlation function and presence of intermittence in the photoluminescence 
prove that signal is from single nanocrystal. The shape of the single silicon 
nanocrystal spectra is asymmetrically enlarged to lower energies. Similar 
single nanocrystal spectra, described in [52], explained this enlargement by 
a sub-band connected with the Si-O-Si vibrational feature. 
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Figure 17: Photography of an implanted sample in diffused ambient light. 
The four regions were implantated with doses 6x1017cm- 2 , 5x1017cm- 2 , 
4x1017cm-2 and 3x1017cm-2 (from the left to right ). 
5.2 Implanted silica glasses 
Two series of samples containing Si nanocrystals implanted in fused silica 
glasses were used in this study. Each glass was divided into regions with dif-
ferent implantation doses. The first set prepared with four regions, contains 
implantation doses from 3 x 1017 to 6 x 1017 cm-2 with steps in implanta-
tion 1 x 1017 cm-2 (Fig. 17). The second sample, was designed according to 
previous results to have higher implantation doses and smaller steps. The 
glass contains 5 regions with implantation doses from 4 up to 6 with <lose 
step 0.5 x 1017 cm-2 . 
Explanation of our measured data will start with characterization of 
samples (some measurements were performed in cooperating laboratories). 
Knowing basic information about aur samples, we can build equipment to 
study its properties. ln this thesis we describe experiments on luminescence 
and its angular dependence, waveguiding properties with coupling light into 
the layer, and at the end, there are results from measurement of nonlinear 
properties of aur samples. 
5.2.1 Characterization of samples 
The preparation of Si nanocrystals inside a silica glass was described in the 
section 3.2.2 and a change of the absorption spectra before and after last 
annealing (passivation) will be described here. The spectra were measured 
by the commercial two beam absorption spectrometer Perkin Elmer and the 
result is presented in Fig. 18. Nanocrystals are formed during the annealing 
stage of the sample preparation, hence the change observed in absorption 
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Figure 18: Absorption measurement of the samples as implanted and an-
nealed in N2 atmosphere for 2 hours. Each line stands for one implantation 
<lose. 
measurement is Lhe change between the as implanted sample and the sarnple 
wiLh a layer of nanocrystals inside the sample. Similar results were presented 
in [53] by the Khriachtchev's group studyil1g similar samples. Knowledge of 
absorption spectra is ilnportant also for luminescence measurement to choose 
the proper wavelength which is sufficiently absorbed in nanocrystals. 
In order to numerically model the optical propertie: of samples, the re-
fraction index profile . hould bc charactcrized s para:tely for each implanta-
tion. The first piece of information could be obtained from implantation 
parameters and the known depth and density of ion for applied implanta-
tion energy. Determination of properties can continue by measuring infra-reci 
transmission spectra [III] and fitting the interference fringes using an asym-
metric double-Gaussian refraction index profile. The maximum of the profile 
is usually approxirnately 600 nm below the urfoce with a half width of ap-
proximately 300 nm. The peak refraction index increase up to the value of 
2, for the highest implantation fluence (see Fig. 7). 
The cliameter of nanocrystals in our samples is estimated using Raman 
scattering presented for example in [49]. The evaluation of a nanocrystal ize 
from its Raman spectra was carried out accorcling to the equation derived in 
the article [42]. The shift of Raman spectra and the change of its shape reveal 
that used samples contain nanocrystals of approxin1ately 4 nm in diarneter. 
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Figure 19: Schematic representation of the model of leaking modes, with one 
nanocrystalas a radiation source, adapted from [50). 
5.2.2 Theory of Si waveguides 
Our implanted samples contain a layer of nanocrystals formed from excess Si 
ions in a silica glass matrix. The nanocrystalline layer has a higher refraction 
index than matrix, and hence it reveals waveguiding properties. Such a 
waveguide may be called "active" because the light-emitting nanocrystals 
are embedded within the waveguide. 
Currently there are two different theoretical models able to explain ob-
served behavior of waveguides. One model was developed in our department 
by T.Ostatnicky [50) and is based on the theory of radiative modes leaking 
out of the waveguide core (Fig. 19). At the University of Helsinki [53, 45) 
a. different model was developed considering the delocalized guided modes 
inside waveguiding structure. In this section both models are explained but 
more attention is given to the model of leaking modes. 
The refra.ction index profile of a wa.veguide la.yer is in fact asymmetrical 
(revealing the shape of implantation profile and proximity of the surface of 
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Figure 20: Model ca.lculation of spectral splitting of TE and TM modes. 
InLcnsit.y of each maxima is prescnted by color Lempcrature as a funct.ion of 
(a) wavelengt.h and change of refraction index, (b) wavelength and depth of 
refraction index maxima. (Numcrical calculation by T. Ostatnicky) 
a substratc) and may be approximated by a combinat.ion of two Gaussian 
profilcs - sec Fig. 7. The stancia.rd wa.vcguiding thcory consider radiation 
propaga.ting inside the structure and energy t.hat get out of t.he core is con-
sidcred as losses. However, both developed models expect radiation near the 
boundary of the waveguide as the signal detected at t.he edge of the sample. 
The model, developed by Khriachtchev's group, suppose that the polar-
ization splitting of the guided signal is dueto delocalized guided mode. The 
model expects signal guided in the "weakly guided" modes. Such modes 
propagat.e in the waveguide in direction almost parallel to its axis. Ray op-
tics describes these modes with angle of incidence greater (buL only slightly) 
than t.hc critical anglc for thc t.otal rcficction. 
Thc competitive model, developed by T. Ostatnicky, involve leaking ra-
diation modes. These modes propagate with the angle slightly smaller then 
critieal anglc. These mode.s are totally reflectcd ou t.hc upper boundary 
witb higher refraction index contrast (air/waveguide) and only partially re-
f-Jccted on thc bottom boundary with lower refraction index contrast ( waveg-
uide/substrate). Small fracLion of energy is radiated to Lhe substrate at each 
reflcction and fonn "leaking modes" . The lea.king modes propagate almost 
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parallel to the implanted layer. The larger number of reflections inside the 
material results in narrower modes. The polarization splitting of modes is 
caused by different phase shift of the transverse electric (TE) and the trans-
verse magnetic (TM) waves on the waveguide boundaries. 
Both the described models are able to explain main features of our ex-
periments. In order to prove which model is valid the following experiment 
was proposed and performed by Pelanťs group at Institute of Physics Czech 
Academy of Sciences. It is based on local modification of surface refraction 
index by drops of liquids. It was shown that a drop influences observed modes 
only when it is placed above the excited spot of waveguide, but not when 
it is placed between that spot and the sample edge from which radiation is 
detected. This is in conflict with a model of guided modes but agrees with a 
model of leaking modes. The leaking modes radiates in substrate and can-
not be influenced by changes of the upper waveguide boundary any longer. 
These measurements were presented in (49}. 
Previous paragraph has shown superiority of .the model developed byT. 
Ostatnicky. Therefore we will compare our experimental results only with 
numerical calculations based on the modes of substrate leaking modes. The 
numerical calculations based on this model are in excellent agreement with 
our experiments and may be applied to design modified samples with desired 
properties. In Fig. 20 we presented calculated dependence of the leaking 
modes spectral positions on the refraction index contrast on the waveguide 
boundary and the depth of waveguide under the surface. 
5.2.3 Angular measurement of luminescence 
Under laser excitation, nanocrystals emit luminescence in all directions. This 
luminescence propagates through the sample and part of it may be reab-
sorbed, refracted or scattered. 
Fig. 21 presents luminescence spectra detected from nanocrystals im-
planted in the sample. Different intensities for each implantation dose could 
be observed. The theory would predict that lower implantation would imply 
smaller nanocrystals and therefore higher energy gap. However, it is diffi-
cult to observe such changes in this figure, a comparison of this spectra with 
other photoluminescence results on Si nanocrystals presented for example in 
[1) show significant agreement. This could be presented also as a proof of the 
presence of Si nanocrystals inside the material. 
In Fig. 22, differences between spectra detected frou1 the edge and from 
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Figure 21: Luminescence from the plane of the samples with implantation 
doses from 3x 1017 cm-2 up to 6x 1017 cm-2 . 
the plane of the sample are presented. Spectra from the plane ( the angle 
bigger than 15° ) are similar to those detected from Si nanocrystals them-
selves (Fig. 21). On the other hand, the signal from the edge of the sample 
contains two narrow polarization resolved peaks (polarization splitting will 
be discussed later). 
The following figures will contain only spectra detected from the edge. 
Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 present change of polarization resolved maxima according 
to the implantation dose for our two sets of implanted glasses. The broader 
bands are due to normal guided light while the narrow peaks are the leaking 
polarization-splitted modes. The left part of the Fig. 23 shows the detected 
spectra, and its right side shows theoretically calculated spectra. Behind the 
edge detected data, there is a dotted line representing luminescence spectra 
detected from the plane. It is possible to see a very good agreement between 
the detected and calculated spectra. Luminescence spectra of the second 
set of implantations (Fig. 24) are presented in a logarithmic scale of the 
luminescence intensity. 
Fig. 25 shows the linearly polarized spectra of a region with implantation 
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Figure 23: Luminescence spectra of samples with implantation dose from 3 to 
6x 1017 cm-2 - sample 1. The figure compares data obtained by measurement 
(left part) and theoretical calculations (right part). Luminescence spectra 
from the edge (solid line) are supplemented with luminescence spectra from 
the plane (dashed line). (Figure adapted from [54]). 
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<lose 5.5x1017 cm-2 . Peak at lower wavelength is TE polarized and the 
second one is TM polarized. Changing polarizer orientation causes a change 
in proportion of each maxima. lt is possible to set the desired ratio between 
those two polarizations. Indicated angles are related to zero which is set as 
TM polarization. This figure also shows a broad band at longer wavelength. 
This is the remaining part of normally guided light. For greater detail, see 
Fig. 23, 24 where this effect is also noticeable. 
The presented luminescence spectra were compared with oxidized sili-
con layers implanted with Si ions [III]. The layer of implanted nanocrystals 
presents similar effects for both substrates. However, in silica glasses lumi-
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ple with implantation dose 5.5x 1017 cm-2 . Relative angles of the polarizator 
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nescence spectra from the edge are narrower, and present higher polarization 
splitting. 
5.2.4 Waveguiding properties 
Experiments with light coupling into the sample started with direct cou-
pling of a white LED guided through an optical fiber. The spectrum of this 
source consists of one strong blue peak and a broad orange band with much 
lower intensity. Results of this measurement are not presented here because 
only absorption spectra for sample with implantation 5.5xl017 cm-2 were 
detected. As was later recognized, the problem consisted in an unsuitable 
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Figure 26: Spectrum of Xe lamp taken from data sheet of of Photon Tech-
nology International company. 
source of white light - a had profile of the spectra. 
The attention was than changed to a prism coupling experiment similar 
to measurement done by Prof. Elliman's group [47]. An interesting results 
obtained from measurement with light coupling into the sample lead us to an 
idea of trying once more measurement of directly coupled white light. This 
time, a better LED with wider spectra and with lower blue peak ( or higher 
intensity at longer wavelength) was found. More precise explanations of both 
coupling methods are in the following sections and were published in [11,111). 
5.2.5 Prism coupling 
Emission spectrum of the Xe lamp is shown in Fig. 26. This spectrum reveals 
quite narrow peaks at 750 nm and 850 nm. When measuring the absorption 
spectra (by comparing incident Xe-lamp spectrum with that modified by 
passing a sample), these two strong peaks cause serious problem. On the 
other band a halogen lamp with smooth spectrum is much better for wave-
lengths around 800 nm, but the emission at short wavelength is too low for 
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our mea.~nrements. The first mea.c;urements were done with the Xe lamp for 
all implanted areas. Later we changed the lamp and measured all samples 
with the halogen lamp coupled to an optical waveguide. 
Fig. 27 A shows the detected transmittance spectra. Spectra obta.ined 
with both lamps are adapted for proper correspondence. Each spectrum 
conta.ins two bands whose position red-shifts with the increasing implantation 
dose. Position of the long wavelength bands coincide with the luminescence 
bands, detected from edge of the sample for each implantation (Fig. 24). 
The short wavelength bands agree with the theoretically calculated higher 
order (3Td) of the leaking modes. The presented spectra were detected at r. 
The signal at different detection angles were not so strong, so the individual 
bands were not visible so clearly. 
The theoretical calculation ( done by T. Ostatnick.y) of the measured data 
is in Fig. 27B. The graph presents only the spectra of implantation dose 
5.5x1017 cm-2 that are presented in Fig. 27A (dark blue line). The theoreti-
cal calculation conta.ins only one band (shorter w~velength). The theoretical 
model shows that transmission for polarization resolved spectra should be 
much lower than for our presented rand that is the reason why it was not 
detected. The second reason is that our detection system for this measure-
ment has too big numerical aperture for detection of well resolved modes. 
The inftuence of numerical aperture on spectral resolution has been men-
tioned in the description of the theoretical model. 
The shape and intensity of the signal were very sensitive to the position 
of the prism. Moving the prism or rotating it changes the amount of the 
signal as well as the quantity of immersion oil. However, no systematic 
change linked to the movement of the prism was observed and hence is not 
presented bere. 
5.2.6 Direct coupling 
The results of the measurement with a normal white LED show absorption 
peak only for implantations 5.5 x 1017 cm - 2 and other implantation present no 
interesting properties. However, after measurement using prism, where the 
transmission spectra for all implantations were detected, we decided to find a 
better source of white light than the standard white LED. The best spectral 
shape present Luxeon warm white LED LXHL-BW03 with color temperatura 
5500 K (WWLED). This source allows detecting absorption spectra with a 
strong peak for implantations from 5x1017 cm-2 up to 6x1017 cm-2 • 
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Figure 28: Spectrum of the warm white LED - Luxeon Emitter - taken from 
original data sheet. 
The Fig. 28 shows spectra of the WWLED used as a source of white 
light. In comparison to the standard white LED, the intensity of the orange 
band is much higher and there is a.lso one more peak in the red part of the 
the spectra (630 nm). The WWLED has an emission angle of 40 degrees. 
However, in our arrangement where light from the WWLED was coupled 
into the optical fi.ber, the most important number is the exit aperture of the 
fi.ber. This value was adapted using a colli111ator at the end of the fiber near 
the sample. · 
According to the results of the prism coupled signal, the signal was ex-
pected at certain wavelengths. However, coupling light directly shows dif-
. ferent spectra. The position of the peaks is similar, but instead of higher 
transmission, we observe absorption peaks. Fig. 29 shows the comparison of 
the directly coupled signal and the signal coupled by a prism. Polarization 
splitting is proved by polarization resolved measurement, only for direct cou-
pling, the prism coupling signal reveals only weak polarization dependence. 
The second transmission maxima as presented in Fig. 27 cannot be compared 
because they are not detected in the direct coupling experiment. This fact 
C'.an be explained by two consequent effects. For lower implantation doses, 
absorption is low and therefore sp~tra are difficult to evaluate. A higher 
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Figure 29: Absorption spectra from direct coupling compared with those 
coupled through the prism - implantation <lose 5.5x1017 cm-2 . 
implantation <lose presents a higher absorption but the position of the sec-
ond maxima are in a region where the WWLED has low emission intensity 
so absorption is hard to evaluate again. The shape of spectra detected by 
direct coupling is more similar to luminescence measurement than it is for 
the prism coupled signal. 
Fig. 30 presents absorption spectra for three implantation doses from 
5x1017 cm-2 up to 6x1017 cm-2 . The position of the absorption peak follows 
similar dependence on implantation <lose as that expected from the lumines-
cence spectra shift as well as from the prism coupled spectra. Non-polarized 
spectra do not show visible splitting. However, separate measurement of 
the TE and TM polarization reveals polarization splitting presented by red 
(TE polarization) and green (TM polarization) lines in the spectra of each 
implantation dose. The theory published in [IV] predict similar behavior of 
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Figure 30: Absorption spectra obtained with directly coupled WWLED light. 
Three figures present three implantation doses (5, 5.5, 6xl017 cm-2 ) and 
polarization splitting of each spectra is represented with different colors. 
signal directly coupled to the sample. 
The angular dependence of the absorption spectra was measured to com-
pare with the luminescence spectra already presented. The observed depen-
dence presented in Fig. 31 reveals a sharp peak moving its spectral position 
according to the angle of detection. The spectra are normalized at wave-
length of 650 nm. The absorption at low angles has no structure and in fact 
there is much higher absorption than when using higher angles. The reaBon 
is that light absorption is mainly in the waveguiding layer and hence when 
we detect the signal directly from the layer, the signal is low. This eff ect was 
also calculated and results of the calculated and detected spectra suggest the 
same behavior of maxima according to the angle of detection. 
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Figure 31: Angular dependence of absorption spectra, implantation dose 
6x 1017 cm-2 . 
5.2. 7 Permanent grating burning 
For this measurement, the spot on the sample was calculated to be approxi-
mately 10 µm in diameter. The value comes from the diameter of the laser 
beam and the position of the lens with known fo cal length. Direct measure-
ment is quite difficult and this is a sufficient precision for our purposes. 
T he importa11t step in ob erving nonlinear propel'ties of a material is to 
determine tbe maximum possible energy for excitation before the sample is 
damaged permanently. For d termination of ih1s limit, an old ample which 
had already been partially damaged and divided into several parts wa.s used. 
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Figure 32: Microscopy image of a burned structure - grating burned in Vilnius 
laboratory with fs laser pulses. 
The data about the threshold measurement were used for the subsequent 
pump and probe experiment to avoid permanent changes. 
The Prof. Pelanťs group from the Academy of Science with Tomasiu-
nas's group in Vilnius University has recently published a study on grating 
burned into implanted samples [III]. Using 400 fs pulses at 400 nm from 
SHG-Ti:sapphire laser. The interference of the pulses form a high contrast 
grating in the sample, Fig. 32. 
These results inspired us to study similar effects with our ns laser. A dif-
ferent duration of laser pulses in aur system (ns), together with the previous 
results, could reveal more information about the processes taking place in 
these samples under strong excitation. 
Fig. 33 presents a diffraction pattern obtained by diffraction of a HeNe 
laser beam aimed at one burned spot. Fig 33A presents our results and 
Fig. 33B ís the pattern of grating burned out in Vilnius. The grating in aur 
sample has low contrast, so the diffractíon pattern obtained from it reveals 
only the second order maxima instead of more than 4th order for grating 
prepared by the fs laser pulses. It is considered that in the case of ns pulses 
the most probable explanation is heating and even melting of Si-NCs [55] 
which leads to failure of the silica matrix. 
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Figure 33: Pattern of a laser beam diffracted on a grating burned in the 
sample. (A) An excitation with ns laser pulses, (B) excitation with fs laser 
pulses. 
5.2.8 Pump and probe experiment 
The basic experimental setting was based on an angular set-up which enable 
proper setting of the optimal excitation and detection angle. The adaptations 
done for this measurement have already been described. The WWLED used 
in the pulsed regime could be fed by higher current, than in case when used 
in continuous regime because of possible thermal damage, and hence obtain 
a higher signal. The pulses were 100 µs long, which were the shortest pulses 
that the detection system could detect. In the detection part, inside the 
detection spectrometer (Jobin Yvon 'friax 320), there was the GG3 filter 
to block the laser wavelength scattered at the sample and collected by the 
detection fiber. 
The pump-and-probe measurement in this study was the first experiment 
of this kind carried out on this sample in our laboratory. The system prepared 
and used for coupling of white light is in fact one part of the experimental 
set-up necessary for a pump-and-probe measurement. The only important 
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Figure 34: Pump-and-probe measurement of a sample with implantation <lose 
6x 1017 cm-2 . Absorption spectra detected for various delay time between 
the pump and probe pulses. Time O µs agrees with time when the laser pulse 
was present. The letters A - D present growing pump pulse energy. Figure 
D is for excitation above 50 kW/cm2. 
change is that one strong excitation pulse is also present and in contrast 
the absorption measurement, the pump-and-probe need pulsed sources. The 
WWLED used for experiments is fast enough, its time constant is approx-
imately several µs. It is shorter time than was the time-resolution of our 
experiments. 
As a pump pulse we used 420 nm, 5 ns output of the optical parametric 
oscillator (OPO) pumped by the SHG-Nd:YAG (NL 303 + PG122, Ekspla). 
Pump beam is directed in the first halí of the sample length, from the view 
of the incoming WWLED beam. 
It is clear from the measurements that using a WWLED with the shortest 
possible pulse of 100 µs is not sufficient for signal accumulation. We found 
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changes in this sample, but probably due to the long accumulation time of 
the signal, we were not able do detect faster processes than several hundreds 
of p.s. 
Fig. 34 presents intensity dependence of the absorption spectra, the in-
creasing intensity of excitation follows the letters on the chart. When the 
pumping energy density exceeds 50 kW /cm2 (Fig. 340), a decrease of the 
absorption is observed. An effect is observed only for measurements at time 
when the pumping laser is present on the sample. This observation means 
that decay_ of this effect is faster than tens of ps and our system is not able 
to detect it. The decrease of the absorption is a desired effect, whicb is 
promising for achievement of optical gain - negative absorption coefticient. 
5.3 Photonic crystals 
The problems with preparation of materials containing photonic crystals were 
described in the section 3.2.3. The samples we study were fragile and bard to 
handle. Their implantation was even mo1-e diffiéult, and hence only several 
samples were suitable for the measurements. Investigation of new method of 
preparation, colloid suspension of porous silicon, gives another possibility to 
prepare high quality photonic crystal with nanocrystals embedded inside. 
The first article on this topic from our group [39], presented lumines-
cence, reftection and absorption spectra. revea.ling ba.sic properties expected 
when studying photonic crystals. The stop-band was observed on a high 
quality ordered photonic structure, and respectively low effect was observed 
on disordered parts of the sample. 
The latest experiment& were done on opals with voids filled with colloidal 
suspension of porous silicon. The original sample, where nanocrystals are im-
plNlted inside the opals, differ in position of nanocrysta.ls inside the material. 
However, the theory predicts that spectra should be similar, because it does 
not depend strongly on the position of the luminescence source. Properties 
of material depend mainly on the contrast of refraction index of voids and 
opal beads. 
Reftection measurement of prepared photonic crystal reveals that struc-
ture is not homogeneous but contain parts with various crystalline quality. 
The crystalline quality determins the quality of the stop-band. The perfect 
stop-band at 690 nm (presented in M) in reftection spectra is used as a 
proof of quality of the structure in the direction perpendicular to the opal 
(111) plane. The nanocrystals incorporated inside opal have no influence on 
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Figure 35: The photoluminescence spectra of the photonic crystal impreg-
nated by the porous silicon in colloid. The black line is a bare opal and the 
red line is opal with incorporated silicon nanocrystals. 
the position or shape of the stop-band. The variation depend only on the 
photonic crystal characteristics, mainly its quality. 
The opals without silicon nanocrystals excited with UV-light show weak 
bluish photoluminescence. At the position of the stop-band the photolumi-
nescence intensity is reduced up to 703. The width at half-maximum is 
almost equal to the reflection band detected in reflection experiments on the 
same place of the sample. 
The photoluminescence of photonic crystal with incorporated nanocrys-
tals shows wide band typical for silicon nanocrystalline materials. The change 
of spectra is observed in the range where the stop-band of the photonic struc-
ture is present. The photoluminescence reduction in the stop-band depend 
on the type of sample. The photoluminescence depression in implanted sam-
ple is approximately 503 and in material with colloid impregnated into the 
opal the depression is observed to be more than 703 (Fig. 35). The lower 
depression in implanted samples could be due to the implantation profile, 
when is we consider 100 keV used in our case, only first two or three layers 
close to the surface are affected by the implantation. At the long wavelength 
of the photoluminescence spectrum increase of signal is observed. The ab-
solute values of the photoluminescence from different places are not equal 
but this change is systematically observed to be considered as real. The 
change is proposed to be reabsorption of the photoluminescence from small 
nanocrystals by the larger nanocrystals and their reemission. 
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The photonic crystals show local variation of photoluminescence intensity. 
This effect was observed mainly on the implanted opals with homogeneous 
distribution of Si nanocrystals in contrast with opals impregnated by porous 
silicon colloids. The high spatial resolution necessary for this experiment 
needs detection system with high numerical aperture. Such type of detection 
system cause missing signature of stop-band because of the mixture of wide 
range of angles leaving the sample. These local changes of photolumines-
cence are most probably due to structural defects that brea.k symmetry of 
structure [V). 
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6 Conclusion 
6.1 Presented results 
The current situation in material science shows tendency to the low dimen-
sional structures. Especially silicon nanocrystalline light-emitting materials, 
topic of this thesis, are intensively studied as promising material for Si-based 
optoelectronics. 
Three main types of nanocrystalline materials studied in this work are: 
porous silicon colloidal suspensions, nanocrystals embedded in a waveguide 
and photonic crystals. Ea.ch material has certain a.dvantages for future d&-
velopment of commercial devices. In this thesis the attention was focused on 
optical properties of those materials. 
Change of luminescence spectra according to the preparation conditions 
and matrix material was observed for all studied materials. 
Colloids present changes of spectra connected with .different solvent and 
sedimentation or filtering that cause blue shift of luminescence maxima. This 
form of silicon nanocrystals is interesting for possible single nanocrystal spec-
troscopy experiments. The single nanocrystal spectra are important to reveal 
properties of individuaJ particle not observable in measurement of large en-
semble of nanocrystals. 
lmplanted samples with the layer of silicon nanocrystals have interesting 
waveguiding properties with possible use in optoelectronics or photonics. An 
implantation energy and fluence determines the profile and the depth of the 
waveguide in the sample. Two theoretical models were presented. AU our 
experiments support model of leaking substrate modes. Measured spectra 
are in excellent agreement with numerically calculated spectra. 
The photoluminescence spectraJ profile is found to be significantly differ-
ent when detected from the plane or the edge of a sample. Wide lumines-
cence spectra (with a maximum around 780 nm) detected from the surface 
are similar to the inhomogeneously broa.dened luminescence signal commonly 
detected from Si nanocrystalline samples. On the other hand luminescence 
detected from the edge of the sample contains two sharp polarization r&-
solved peaks. The reason for polarization modes splitting was explained by 
theoreticaJ models to be due to different phase shifts of each polarization 
on waveguide boundaries. Because of large number of reflections, the shift 
can be easily observed. Polarization modes shift to longer wavelengths with 
increasing implantation dose. 
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The study ofwaveguiding properties shows possibility to couple and guide 
light inside the sample. Different principles of coupling are suggested by 
experiments with prism coupling through the upper interface and a directly 
coupled light through the sample edge. 
The implanted silica glasses excited by a fs laser present small optical 
gain (56). Our nonlinear experiment, pump-and-probe, gives promising re-
sults despite the fa.ct that time resolution is poor. However, these nonlinear 
experiments were just pilot experiments and need more fu ture study, to reveal 
and prove observed effects. 
Two different photonic crystals with incorporated silicon nanocrystals 
were studied. The first structure was obtained by implantation of artificial 
opalstructure with silicon ions and subsequent annealing (the nanocrystals 
are inside the beads). The second type of sample contains nanocrystals in 
form of colloid embedded in voids between the beads forming opal. The pho-
toluminescence spectra present strong decrease of luminescence in range of 
the opal stop-band. The deeper spectral hole was ob.tained from samples with 
colloid in voids of the opal structure, the decrease of photoluminescence was 
more than 70%. The width of the stop-band was similar in reft.ection mea-
surement as well as in decrease of photoluminescence. The spectral position 
of the stop-band depends on the periodicity of opalstructure and the direc-
tion of light propa.ga.tion in the structure and is not significantly influenced 
by the implantated or impregnated silicon nanocrystals. 
6.2 Future development of nanocrystalline materials 
. 
The improvement of preparation of colloidal suspensions should be possible 
by developping efficient method to break large grains of porous silicon into 
sub-micron particles. The curvature of the small nanocrystal surfa.ce a.nd the 
strain on interfa.ce affect the stability of O=Si bonds which are supposed to 
be involved in orange-red emission of Si nanocrystaJs. Colloids are interest-
ing materials for studies by techniques of single nanocrystal spectroscopy. 
Such techniques could help · to understand mechanisms of light emission in 
Si nanocrystals. lmplanted silica glasses with narrow, polarized and direc-
tional luminescence, may be used in various photonic devices. The possible 
opticaJ gain and nonlinear properties of such layers should be studied in fu-
ture experiments to prove its possible use as an a.ctive medium for lasing. 
Direct writing of structures by a laser bea.m into the planar waveguide could 
produce photonic structures like resonators, gratings etc .. 
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Photonic crystals present a. new direction of silicon ma.teria.ls develoJ>-
ment. The directiona.lity of refra.ction index in the ma.teria.l could be used 
for optica.l wa.veguides tha.t guide signa.l in the structure with high refra.ction 
on the bounda.ry and low losses inside. Adva.nta.ge of this structure is a.lso 
wa.velength selection of such structure where only one wa.velength is guided 
in one direction. Photonic crystal fiber has a.bility to steer light a.t sharp 
angles which is important for la.rge variety of compa.ct integrated optica.l de-
vices. Future applica.tion of Si nanocrystals in real light-emitting devices 
requests an efficient electroluminescence. Such studies are performed in our 
Si nanostructures and by other groups [57) but were not the subject of this 
thesis. 
Development described in previous pa.ra.graphs is motiva.ted by the aim 
of a.ll-silicon optoelectronics. After observation of luminescence, electrolumi-
nescence and also optical gain in nanocrysta.lline material, we could sa.y that 
a.ll silicon optoelectronic chip is feasible. However, now the question rema.ins, 
which of many possible materials will be the be&t one, which ma.terial has 
the best properties and which will be the easiest to incorporate in present 
electronics. In real life, as happened many times in history, we can see that 
simple and cheap preparation ca.n help material with even not the most OJ>-
timal properties to. become the most successful- it is not only a. question of 
sufficient properties but also economy and timing. 
The silicon as a. ma.teria.l of high supply all over the world is a very 
promising materia.l not only for optoelectronics a.nd photonics, but a.1so for 
other science branches like chexqistry and medicine. Biosensing materia.ls are 
a.nother direction of possible future development. In presence, there are first 
results with porous silicon based materials for detection of va.rious organic 
substances and in the following yea.rs we could expect many new inventions 
based on silicon nanomateria.ls. Even nanophotonic-based sensors utilizing 
multiple probes provide new possible advance. 
Despite many open questions a.bout na.nocrysta.ls, specific bra.nches of in-
dustry already use adva.nt~ of nanocrystalline ma.teria.Is. Nanomaterials 
could be prepa.red from many various elements, not only silicon, but a.lso from 
other semiconductors, metals etc. For example surfa.ce coatings, already in 
real applica.tion used specia.l electrica.l, mechanica.l or optical properties of 
na.nocrystalline materials. For example the automobile clearcoat "cera.mi-
clea.r" containing 10-20 nm particles in 40 nm la.yer gives higher resistance 
a.gainst mechanical dama.ge during cleaning. Nanomedicine is currently uti-
lizing light-guided and light a.ctivated therapy. Ho"Wever, for the future ad-
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vance in med.icine applications, there is one important fa.ct, which moderates 
use of new nanocrystalline materials in health care: their unknown biocom-
patibility and biotaxicity. Materials and devices used for therapy must be 
long-time tested for possible unexpected health effects. 
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Abslnlet 
Colloidal suspesions of Si nanocrystals ( NCs) are prepared from light-emitting porous Si grains obtained by mcchanical pulver-
ization of elcctrochemically etched layers. Sedimented andlor filtered Si NCs sols reveal a green photoluminesc:ence (PL) band 
around S30nm, which is interpreted as radiative recombination of elcctron-hole pairs inside Si NCs with diameter about 2nm. 
These colloidal solutions have multiple advantages for both fundamental investigations and for nanotcchnology. ln one extreme, 
single molccule spcctroscopy techniques can be applied to investigate PL of single grains of Si NCs dispersed on substrates from 
highly diluted solutions. On the other band, concentrated suspensions enable us to fabricate bulk samples with embedded Si 
NCs or to prepare self-organised nanostructures on surfaces. 
C 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. lntroduction 
Among many techniques to prepare silicon nanocrys-
tals (Si NCs), electrochemical etching of porous Si 
remains the cheapest and fastest method. lt may be 
the most promising for production of large amounts 
of Si NCs required for potential applications in 
nanotechnology. 
ln this paper we investigate propenies and technolog-
ical prospects of colloidal suspensions formed by dispers-
ing a Si NCs sol (from pulverized porous Si layers) in 
difl'erent organic solvents. Special attention is paid to a 
surprising observation of intense green photolumines-
cence (PL) in sedimented and/or fillered suspensions. 
• Corre.ponding author. Fax: +420 2 21 !ll 12 4!1. 
E-mull uddres11: jan.valenta@mlf.cuni.c:z (J. Valenta). 
0925-3467/S • sce front malter C 2004 Elscvier B.V. AU rights rescrved. 
doi: 10.1016fj.optmat.2004.08.060 
l. Sample preparation and experimental techniques 
Porous Si (PSi) powder has been prepared by stand-
ard electrochemical etching of Si wafers ((I OO)p-type, 
p-0.1 ncm) in a HF-ethanol (I :2.5) solution. The etch-
ing current density was kept relatively low (1.6mA/cmi 
in order to obtain higher porosity and, consequently, 
resuhing in a low mean size of Si-NC (the PL band peak 
is around 680nm). PSi powder (i.e. grains of intercon-
nected oxidized Si NCs) is then obtained by mechanical 
pulverization of the PSi film from the silicon substrate. 
Such a powder (showing intense orange PL under UV 
excitation) is a starting material for production of vari-
ous Si nanostructures through colloidal phase--see 
schematical illustration in Fig. I. 
Colloidal suspensions were prepared by pouring dif-
ferent organic solvents (ethanol, isobutanol, heptanol, 
hexane, heptane) onto the PSi powder and mixing with 
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Fig. I. Schemalic illuslralion of lhe fabricalion procedure of Si 
nanos1ruc1ures from PSi powder lhrough colloidal suspensions. See 
leKl for delails. 
a small propeller (Uitra-turrax) and in ultrasonic bath. 
Microscopical observation shows that the original pow-
der contains many large PSi grains of several 11m or even 
tens of J.lm. The mixing is breaking the largest grains but 
it is inefficient to decrease their size below a few J.lm. 
Further size selection is possible by repeated sedimenta-
tion or centrifugation. Some suspensions were filtered by 
teflon membranes (Sartorius) with pores of 200nm. 
Colloidal suspensions can be used to prepare Si NCs 
structures of various forms. For studying individua! Si 
NC particles we deposit highly diluted suspensions onto 
cleaned substrates (Si wafers, glass or fused silica plates) 
by means of spin- or dip-coating techniques. On the 
other band, concentrated suspension can form interesl-
ing self-organised structures when deposited under 
appropriate combination of solvent and substrate. 
Solid-state samples with high concentration of Si 
NCs are formed by dispersing PSi powder into the 
commercially available Si02-based undoped or doped 
spin-on-glasses (1]. The solution solidifies at room tem-
perature and atmosphere within a few hours. At the first 
stage of the solidification, the samples are kept in ultra-
sonic bath for I h to avoid agglomeration. During the 
next step, the Si NCs are sedimenting on the bouom 
of the cell creating -so J.1m thick layer containing den-
sely packed Si NCs. The solidified samples of typical 
dimensions 10 x JO x I mm3 with a wide range (3-
4Svol.%) of Si NCs concentrations were prepared. 
PL spectra were measured under excitation by a cw 
Ar-ion laser (emission lines from 457nm to 514nm) 
and detected with Pentamax iCCD camera connected 
to an imaging spectrometer (Jobin-Yvon Triax 320). 
PL excitation spectra were measured with a fluorescence 
spectrometer (FiuoroLog 2, excitation with monochro-
matized continuous Xe lamp). PL kinetics were excited 
by nanosecond pulses of a XeCI excimer laser (30ns, 
S Hz, i. = 308 nm), emission was spectrally selected with 
narrow band interference filters, and detected by a 
Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier connected to an 
oscilloscope. Raman scauering of the suspensions was 
detected by the LabRam spectrometer using a macro-
lens and by excitation with the 532 nm output of a cw 
YAG laser. Micro-PL images were studied using an 
imaging spectrometer (Triax 190) connected to an opti-
cal microscope Nikon Optiphot 120. Light from the 
sample was collected by an objective lens (100x/0.73 
NA), imaged onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer 
and detecte4 by a LN-cooled CCD camera Hamamatsu 
C 4880. An unfocused UV line (325 nm) of a cw He-Cd 
laser was used as excitation source. 
3. Experimental results and discussion 
The prepared suspensions of Si NCs are yellowish, 
light dift'usive liquids in which sedimentation of J.1m sized 
grains occur on a time scale of hours (depending on spe-
cific density and viscosity of solvent). They show strong 
orange PL (peaking around 640nm, with small shifts 
depending on applied solvent) under UV or blue excita-
tion (see Fig. 2a). Af\er filtering (filter pore size 0.2 11m) 
the suspensions lost its yellow colour and became clear 
colourless, this means most likely that the majority of 
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Fig. 2. PL speclra of a Si NCs suspension in elhanol (w:ilalion by 
457 nm line of Ar-laser): (a) freshly shaked coUoid, (b) I h sedimenled 
colloid and (c) mu:red colloid. 
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PSi grains was lost in the filter and possibly only very 
small Si NCs grains remained in the colloid. The pres-
ence of Si NCs is indeed proved by absorption spectros-
copy (the continuous absorption spectrum typical for Si 
NCs is observed slightly blue-shifted compared to non-
filtered suspensions) and Raman spectroscopy which 
indicates Si NCs of mean dia meter around 2 nm in both 
filtered and non-filtered suspensions. 
The most peculiar observation in filtered or well-sed-
imented colloidal suspensions is a green photolumines-
cence. ln Fig. 2 we show how the otherwise hidden 
green PL band becomes apparent when large grains of 
PSi go away by sedimentation or more efficiently by fil-
tering. The eft'ect is observed for all solvents used in this 
study. ll is repeatable and not related to the solvent itself 
(no such PL signal is observed in pure solvents under the 
same experimental conditions). 
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The main characteristics of the green PL are summa-
rised in Fig. 3 ror Si NCs suspension in heptane. The PL 
excitation spectrum (Fig. 3a) has no evident resonances 
and resembles results obtained in other Si nanocrystal-
line structures (e.g. [2,3]). The green PL peak position 
(Fig. 3b) shifts with excitation wavelength and the 
Stokes shift becomes smaller for longer excitation wave-
length-such behaviour is typical ror an inhomogene-
ously broadened peak. The kinetics of the PL decay 
(Fig. 3c) is rather fast-time constant around 0.1 J.I.S-
compared to the orange PL band of Si NCs (tens of 
J.I.S [3]) but it has the same typical non-exponential shape 
often modelled by a stretch-exponential function. 
What is the mechanism of the green PL? When 
adopting the model or Wolkin et al. [4] the above de-
scribed experimental characteristics suggest that the 
green PL is connected with the presence of small Si 
NCs (diameter or about 2 nm) in which Si=O surrace 
centres (responsible ror orange PL) are no more aft'ect-
ing radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs in 
the core of NCs. We ha ve to mention that there are sev-
eral well-described observations of green (or even blue) 
PL or Si. nanocrystals in the literature, e.g. in porous 
Si [2,4), Si colloids made by gas evaporation [S], Si 
NCs synthesized in inverse micelles [6] or in sterically 
stabilized Si NCs made by thermal degradation of 
diphenylsilane [7). 
The reason why surrace traps are not eft'ective in our 
small Si grains has to be investigated in the future. Here 
we can speculate that the surface of very small Si NCs 
(not stacked in large aggregates) get relaxed in a colloi-
dal suspension. Consequently the Si=O bonds, which 
are stable only under stress in the silicon-silica interface, 
are replaced by ordinary Si-0-Si or Si-OH bonds. Also 
carbon chains of solvent molecules can take part in pass-
ivation of the surrace bonds of Si NCs, very much like 
sterical stabilization described by Holmes et al. [7], 
The advantage or such green-light emitting Si NCs is 
that the emission rate is much higher than for those 
emitting orange PL and therefore they are more favour-
able for construction of optoelectronic devices. 
The green PL emission or the Si NCs can be studied 
by means or single quantum dot spectroscopy by dis-
persing a diluted suspension of Si NCs on ultra-clean 
substrates (see Fig. 4a). The green emission remains sta-
hle even after evaporation or the solvent. Our single Si 
NCs experiments were described in [8]. The main obser-
vation that proves the single nanocrystal origin of the 
observed PL emission is an intermittence eft'ect (ON-
OFF blinking) and a high value of the fluorescence 
auto-correlation function. The single Si NC spectra have 
asymetrically-enlarged shape to lower energies with a 
possible low-energy sub-band 120meV below the main 
peak. Similar single Si NC spectra were obser\led by 
English et al. [9] and the sub-band was explained as a 
Si-0-Si vibrational feature. 
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Fig. 4. Micro-PL images (objectivc lens 100 x /0.73, excitation 325 nm) 
ofSi NCs depositcd from isobutanol colloidal suspension on a cleaned 
fused silica substrate: (a) Dispersed individua! Si NC particles from 
hishly dilutcd suspension (the size of emiuing dots corrcsponds to the 
difl"raction limitcd spots), (b) Sclf-organiscd ring rcsonators from 
deposition of conccntrated suspension. (Optical rcsolution of the 
imaging system is about 0.511111.) 
Si NCs in colloidal suspensions can be used as build-
ing blocks of various interesting photonic structures. 
Here we show for example micron-sized ring resonators 
{Fig. 4b) formed by self-assembly during evaporation of 
isobutanol suspension deposited onto a clean fused silica 
substrate. Under optima! conditions almost perfect res-
onators are formed in which spectral narrowing due to 
resonance effects is observed. For example the most in-
tense ring in Fig. 4b has a PL spectrum almost three 
times narrower and more than twice as intense as the 
PL outside the resonator ring (details will be published 
separately). Other examples of interesting structures 
are highly concentrated layers of Si NCs formed in a 
porous Si02 matrix by mixing PSi powder with commer-
cially available spin-on-glass. This sol-gel method cre-
ates samples with exceptionally high concentrations of 
Si NCs (up to 4Svol.%) in which optical gain was ob-
served [10). A disadvantage of the sol-gel structures is 
inhomogeneity, which causcs diffusion of propagating 
light. 
4. Conclusions 
Production of colloidal suspensions of Si NCs from 
pulverizcd porous Si layers presents an incxpensive 
and fast way to produce important amounts of light-
emitting Si-based nanomaterial. lt can be used as build-
ing blocks or various nanostructures with promising 
optoelectronic applications. Moreover, an interesting 
blue-shirt or the PL from the orange to the grcen spec-
tra! region is easily achieved in these materials. 
There are however many technological aspects to im-
provc. In particular, an cfficicnt method to break the 
micrometer-sized grains or PSi into sub-micron pans 
has to be found. One possible way to be investigated is 
exploitation of spontaneous or induced charging of Si 
grains in colloids (ll). 
Further development of chemistry and physics of col-
loidal silicon materials is important not only from the 
point of view of Si-based optoelectronics but also for 
possible application or bio-compatible and bio-degrada-
ble Si nanostructures in bio-nanomaterials. 
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Abstnu:t 
Silicon nanocrystals fabricatcd by St-ion implantalion (400 keV, fluences from 4 10 6 x 1017 cm- 2) of fuscd silica fonn interesting active 
planar optical wavcguides. The nanocrystals emit orangc-red phoiOiuminescencc (PL) (undcr UV-blue excitation) and detinc a region of high 
refraclive index lhal guides part ofthe PL along the layer. Light from extemallight sources can also bc coupled into tbc waveguidcs (directly 10 the 
polishcd cdgc facel or from the surfacc by applying a quartz prism couplcr). ln both cases the optical emission from the samplc facet cxhibits 
narrow (10-20 nm full-with-at-half-maximum) polarisation-resolvcd transverse elcctric and transverse magnetic modes instcad ofthc usual broad 
nanocrystal spcctra. This etTcct is explained by our thcoretical model, which identifies thc microcavity-like peaks as leaky modes propagating 
along the waveguidelsubstrate boundary (not the usual modes guided inside the nanocrystal plane due to its gradcd index profilc). The 
unconvenlional properties of this relalively easy-to-make all-silicon structure may bc intcresting for future photonic deviccs and sensors. 
C 2005 Elsevier B. V. A ll rights reserved. 
PACS: 78.67.Bf; 42.79.gn; 81.07.Bc 
Keywonls: Nanocrystals; Waveguide; Silicon 
1. lntroduction 
Research in silicon-based photonics aims to create integrat-
ed electronic and photonic functionality in a single silicon chip. 
Silicon nanocrystals (Si-NCs) are an important building block 
for such photonic circuits as they are efficient light emitters [I] 
and their assembles can be used to form active optical 
waveguides [2]. For example, it was recently shown that Si-
NC waveguides, with properly designed refractive index 
profile, exhibit spectral filtering and pronounced polarization 
of the Si-NC photoluminescence (PL) emission [3,4]. This 
unexpected effect was shown by our group to be due to leaky 
modes of the lossy planar waveguides [5]. ln this paper we 
compare the propagation of PL excited inside the waveguide 
with that of light coupled from extemal sources. 
• Corrcsponding author. Tel.: +42 2 21911272; fax: +42 2 21911249. 
E-mail address: jan.valenta@mff.cuni.cz (J. Valento). 
0040-6090/$ - see front maner C 2005 Elsevier B. V. A ll rights rcserved. 
doi: I 0.1016/j.tsf.2005.12.2S7 
2. Sample preparation and experimental technlques 
The Si-NC waveguides were prepared by 400 keV Si+·ion 
implantation into optically polished lnfrasil slabs with fluences 
of 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0 x 1017 cm- 2• Samples were 
subsequently annealed for I h at 1100 oc in a N2 ambient to 
form Si-NCs and further annealed for I h at 500 °C in fonning 
gas (N2/H2) to enhance the PL. The diameter of Si-NCs was 
estimated from Raman scattering spectra to be about S nm [6]. 
The implanted layer buried in a silica slab acts as a planar 
asymmetrical optical waveguide. Refraction index profiles 
were estimated from SRIM (the Stopping and Range of lons 
in Matter [7]) calculations of implantation profiles and from 
modelling of VIS-IR transmission fiinges [S] (the peak 
refraction index increases from 1. 75 to 2 with increasing 
implantation dose). The profiles are asymmetric Gaussians 
with a peak around 600 nm below surface and a full-width at 
half-maximum of about 300 nm. 
Photoluminescence was measured at room temperature 
under excitation with an Ar-ion laser (458 nm) or He-Cd 
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Fig. I. Schematics of experimental set·ups: (A) PL measurements, (B) extemal 
SOIIItC toupling through a prism (a) or directly through the facet (b). 
laser (325 or 442 nm) and detectcd with an imaging 
spectrograph (Jobin-Yvon Triax 320) coupled to an i-CCD 
camera (Princeton lnstruments Pl-MAX). All spectra were 
corrected for the experimental system response. Light coming 
from the sample was collected by a quanz tibre (mounted on a 
goniometer) and imaged on the spectrograph input, the 
collection angle being of about I o (see Fig. I A). For 
comparison we coupled extemal light sources (Xe lamp, 
halogen lamp or white LED) to the waveguide either through 
a quartz prism or directly through the polished edge of the 
sample (arrows a and b, respectively, in Fig. 1 B). A black 
shield and a prism on the bottom of the sample eliminated 
direct detection of light and reflections from the sample 
interface, respectively. 
3. Experimental results 
PL measurement of the samples under UV excitation at 
about 45° and with signal collection perpendicular to lhe layer 
shows a wide PL band centred around 850 nm which is almost 
equal for all implantation fluences (upper spectra in Fig. 2A). 
Such broad-band spectra are typical of the inhomogeneously 
broadened emission from Si-NCs. ln contrast. the PL spectra 
colleeted from the edge of the sample or for anglcs of a few 
degrees below the plane of the waveguide (a>O in Fig. 1), 
reveal pronounced spectral fihering and polarization. The 
"facet" spectra are composed of two distinct peaks separated 
by about 30 nm, which are systematically red-shifted with 
increasing implantation fluence (lower spectra in Fig. 2A). The 
short-wavelength peak has linear polarization parallelto the Si-
NCs layer (TE-polarization) while the long-wavelength one has 
polarization perpendicular to the film (TM-polarization) (see 
Fig. 28). 
The extemal-light coupling experiments using a quanz 
prism show the best transmission in the "facet" direction or 
slightly below (a - 7°). The transmission spec tra consist of two 
broad bands (Fig. 3A) with a small degree of polarization. The 
spectral positions of the long-wavelength bands agree with the 
luminescence TE and TM peaks of respective layers. The 
coupling of light directly through the polished facet is more 
delicate but is also possible. Fig. 38 compares the two coupling 
methods for the sample implanted with fluence of 5.5 x 1017 
cm- 2• The direct coupling gives much narrower absorption 
peaks with distinct TE and TM resolution. 
4. Discussion of the guiding mechllnism 
Two diffcrent mechanisms were proposed to explain this 
novel guiding behaviour: 
(i) The linearly polarized PL peaks could simply result from 
standard guidcd modes of the planar waveguide. How-
ever, an ideal transparent planar waveguide should 
transmil a continuous spectrum of guided modes up to 
a cut-off wavelength [8], which is estimated to lie above 
- 1500 nm for the tirst order modes in our waveguides. 
Some spectral strucntre might arise from wavelength 
dependent losses, with those modes (wavelengths) that 
undergo the smallest loss being guided to the edge of the 
sample. These are likely those modes that are "weakly 
guided", i.e. the modes whose electric field is strongly 
delocalized and the modes that propagate basically as a 
planar wave in the substrate [3,8]. Their effective guide 
thickness approaches intinity. Ray optics describes these 
modes by an angle of incidence 8 that is greater tha11 but 
very close to the crilical angle Bc for total intemal 
refection. The salient feature of the filtering, namely, the 
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Thc upper spectra are takcn perpendicular to the plane of wavcguide laycr, 
whilc the lower spectra are taken from the facet at anglc of 7°. The TEfrM 
peaks shift to longer wavelength with increa.~ing implantation nucrice. (Note 
the log scale of PL intensity). (B) Polarization resolved PL spectra of the 
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tbc implanlcd laycr, respectively. 
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separation between TE and TM modes, is a direct 
consequence of the asymmetric guide - different phase 
shifts tlí for the TE and TM modes under total reflection 
at bolh boundaries. ln order to fultilllhe phase condition 
that after two successive reflections the phase difference 
can on ly be equal to integral multiple of 21T, suitable 
wavelengths from the emission band are combined with 
available values of tiJ. Since the latter are slightly 
different for TE and TM polarizations at a given angle 
of incidence, the resulting mode wavelengths are also 
slightly different. 
(ii) The second possible mechanism involves substrate leaky 
(or radiation) modes of the Si-NCs waveguide [5,9]. 
These modes propagate at angle O situated close to but 
below o., undergo total reflection at the upper boundary 
Si-NCs/air (larger index difference) bul are only partially 
reflected on the lower boundary Si-NCslsubstrate (smal-
ler index ditference). Consequently, a small fraction of 
lheir power is radiated into the substrate at each bottom 
reflection. lf the angle O is on ly slightly less than Oe, the 
leaky modes propagate nearly parallel to the Si-NCs 
plane. Moreover, the number of reflections is very high 
(reflectance is close to unity), resulting in a narrow 
spectral width of the modes. The mechanism of spectral 
tiltering in this case remains basically the same as 
discussed above, lhe only ditference being that a phase 
shift cfJ at the upper boundary only comes in to play 
during the initial stages of propagation. After a tinite 
number of interna! reflections all the radiant power 
escapes into leaky modes and emerges from the sample 
facet in a well-detined direction, basically parallel to the 
Si-NCs film. This makes such leaky substrate modes 
virtually indistinguishable from the guided modes . 
ln our previous papers [5,6] we proved the validity of lhe 
leaky-mode model by numerical calculations and by experi-
ment where drops of ditferent liquids were placed on the 
surface above the excited spot or between the spot and the 
edge. ln the tirst case the "facet" PL spectrum changes 
signiticantly depending on lhe refractive index of the liquid, 
while lhere are no changes with drops located some distance 
from the excited spot. 
The prism-coupled transmission spectrum is broad wilh 
weak polarization dependence (Fig. 3A) because the number of 
reflections is very low and the waveguide becomes more 
symmetrical as the upper boundary is covered by lhe quartz 
prism (with an immersion oil). On the other band, direct 
coupling through the facet reveals maxima of the absorption 
spectrum at the similar position as maxima ofthe transmission 
spectrum of the prism-coupled light. Properties of absorption 
spectra, namely, narrow spectral width and TEifM splitting, 
are similar to the PL spectrum. However, in addition to one TEl 
TM doublet in the red spectral region in PL there is another one 
in the blue-green region (Fig. 38, b). These are likely modes of 
the third order (the red ones being second order and undetected 
tirst order lay in infrared region), which cannol be observed in 
PL experiments since there is no blue PL in our Si-NCs. We 
proved also that a liquid drop on the surface of the waveguide 
(see Fig. 1) has no signiticant influence on lhe detected 
spectrum in this case. 
The attenuation of guided modes in our samples is attributed 
to waveguide losses. Surface and sidewall roughness is usually 
supposed to cause waveguide losses. But in our sample the 
measured RMS roughness is only about 0.5 nm [6). The loss is 
therefore likely due to self-absorption andlor Mie scattering in 
the waveguide core and ditfraction of lhe guided modes at the 
output facet. The shifted-excilation-spot (SES) measurements 
revealed losses for guided modes to be about ll cm-• at 
825 nm (implantation fluence of 4 x 1017 cm- 2) [10]. 
S. Concluslons 
We have demonstrated the principal role of substrate 
radiation modes (leaky modes) in lhe spectral filtration etfect 
in thin-film Si-NCs waveguides. The special features of lhe 
leaky modes are: (i) directionality better than for conventional 
waveguides, (ii) a high degree of polarization, and (iii) cenain 
spectral tunability via varying the preparation conditions. Such 
features are interesting for photonic devices and may be 
compared wilh the emission of Si-NCs in an optical micro-
cavity [11,12] (without lhe need to fabricate Bragg reflectors). 
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The consequences of this propagation mode for potential 
optical amplification (supposing the Si-NCs could give rise to 
stimulated emission) are being studied and will be published 
separately. 
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Abstraet 
Nanophotonic structures combining electronic confinement in nanocrystals with photon confinement in photonic structures are 
potential building blocks of future Si-based photoníc devices. Here, we presenl a detailed optical investigation of active planar 
waveguides fabricated by Si+ -ion implantation (400 ke V, ftuences from 3 to 6 x 1017 cm-2) of fused silica and thermally oxidized Si 
wafers. Si nanocrystals formed after annealing emit red-1 R photoluminescence (PL) (under UV-blue excitation) and define a layer ofhigh 
refractive index that guides part of the PL emission. Light from external sources can also be coupled in to the waveguides (directly to the 
polished edge facet or from the surface by applying a quartz prism coupler). ln both cases the optical emission from the sample facet 
exhibits narrow polarization-resolved transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes instead of the usual broad spectra characteristic 
of Si nanocrystals. This e!Tect is explained by a theoretical model which identifies the microcavity-like peaks as leaking modes 
propagating below the waveguide/substrate boundary. We present also permanent changes induced by intense femtosecond laser 
exposure, which can be applied to write structures like gratings in to the Si-nanocrystalline waveguides. Finally, we discuss the potential 
for application of these unconventional and relatively simple all-silicon nanostructures in future photonic devices. 
@ 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Research on silicon-based photonics is motivated by the 
aim to combine integrated electronic and photonic 
structures on a single silicon chip. Silicon quantum dots 
or nanocrystals (Si-NCs) have attracted much attention 
due to their strong photoluminescence (PL) [I] and have 
been used to demonstrate silicon-based light-emitting 
diodes [2,3]. Ensembles of Si-NCs can also be employed 
to fabricate active optical waveguides [4-8] that exhibit 
spectral filtering of the Si-NC PL emission, if the r~fractive 
•corrcsponding author. Tel.: +420221911272; rax: +420221911249. 
E-mail address: jan.valenta@miT.cuni.cz (J. Vulenta). 
0022-23 13/S- see rront mailer ~ 2006 Elsevier B. V. All rights reserved. 
doi:IO.I016/jjlumin.2006.08.004 
index profile is properly designed. The occurrence of 
narrow (-10 nm), polarization-dependent emission lines 
was reported by Khriachtchev et al. [4] for Si/Si02 
waveguides and by our group [5,9] for samples containing 
Si-NC prepared by Si+ -implantation into silica slabs. In 
our previous papers we explained the unexpected wave-
guiding properties using a model based on substrate 
leaking modes of a lossy waveguide [10,11]. 
In this work we compare the propagation of the intrinsic 
\uminescence from Si-NCs with that of external light 
coupled into the waveguides. This knowledge is crucial for 
pump-and-probe measurements (e.g. optical gain) and 
potential application as photonic devices (modulators, 
amplifiers etc.). ln addition we show permanent changes 
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induced by femtosecond laser exposure which can be 
applied to write 20 structures (gratings etc.) into the Si-
nanocrystalline waveguides with sub-micron resolution. 
1. Experimental methods 
Samples used in this study were prepared by Si+ -ion 
implantation into I mm thick Infrasil (refractive index 
n, = 1.455) slabs with polished surfaces and edges, and in to 
Si02 layers (about 5 ~m thick) prepared by thermal 
oxidation of Si wafers. An implantation energy of 
400 ke V and ion ftuences ranging between 3.0 and 
6.0 x 1017 cm-2 were used to fabricate the slab waveguides. 
ln order to form Si nanocrystals the samples were annealed 
for I h at 1100 "Cin an N2 ambient and then passivated for 
I h at 500 "C in forming gas (5% H2 in N2). 
The implanted layer acts as an asymmetric planar 
waveguide. The profile of the refraction index depends 
not only on the implantation energy and ftuence but also 
on the annealing conditions. Although the annealing 
temperatures, ambients and durations were nominally the 
same, various sets of samples were annealed in diiTerent 
laboratories and furnaces. Possible variations in the 
thermal history and levels of oxidation lead to apparent 
differences in refraction index for nominally identical 
samples (here, Figs. 2-4 present results from one set of 
samples and another set with lower refraction index is 
shown in Figs. 5-7). In order to numerically model the 
optical properties of particular samples the refraction index 
profiles were measured separately for each implanted 
sample. This was done by measuring infrared transmission 
spectra (see Fig. 28) and fitting the interference fringes 
assuming an asymmetric double-Gaussian refraction index 
profile. The maximum of the profile is typically about 
600 nm below surface with a half width of about 300 nm. 
The peak refraction index has a value as high as 2 for the 
highest implantation ftuence (ll). The diameter of nano-
crystals in the samples is estimated to be between 4 and 
6nm using Raman scattering (not shown here) [ll]. 
PL was excited by a continuous wave He-Cd laser (325 nm, 
excitation intensity -0.3 W /cm1. The sample was placed on a 
rotatable x-y-z stage. A microscope with numerical aperture 
(NA) of 0.075 (i.e. an angular resolution of about 8.6") was 
used to collect light and send it to a detection system 
consisting of an imaging spectrograph (Jobin Yvon Triax 
190) with a CCD camera (Hamamatsu C4880) [9). All 
measurements were performed at room temperature and all 
PL spectra were corrected for the system response. 
The coupling of external light into the waveguides was 
achieved in two ways (Fig. I): 
(a) Prism coupling of light from the upper surface of the 
sample. Light from the Xe or halogen lamp was 
collimated into a quartz prism. For better optical 
contact between the prism and sample an immerse 
liquid (index of refraction n = 1.515) was dropped 
between the contact surfaces. 
~Q ... ~roL~-------------~--~~ 
(8) 
whlte 
llghr 
Fig. I. Two experimental arrangements for coupling of extemallight in to 
a waveguide sample: (A) coupling through a quartz prism on the upper 
sample surface. The second prism below sample is used to inhibit the back 
refteclion of light not coupled into the waveguide: (B) focused light 
directed on the truncuted edge of a sample. ln both cases light leaving the 
opposite edge of sample is collected with an optical liber and sent to a 
spectrometer. ·Sketches not to scale. 
(b) Direct coupling into the truncated facet (Fig. lB). The 
edge of the sample was polished at angle of about 70" in 
order to separate light refracted to the higher-index 
waveguide from light entering lower-index substrate. 
Here a warm-white LED was used as a convenient light 
source. The angle of incidence y was between 15" and 
30" with respect to the plane of implanted layer. The 
divergence of incident light was about 10". 
In both external-light-coupling set-ups the signal is 
collected by an optical fiber (detection NA -0.008) and 
guided to the entrance slit of the imaging spectrometer 
Jobin Yvon Triax 320 (with the low-dispersion grating of 
I 00 grooves/mm). Spectra are detected with the PI-Max 
intensified CCD (Princeton Instruments). 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Transmission spectra of Si-NC layers 
The color ofthe Si-NC waveguide layers is yellow-brown 
with the optical density increasing with implantation 
ftuence. The corresponding absorbance spectra are plotted 
in Fig. 2A (they are measured in a direction perpendicular 
to the nanocrystal plane using a UV-VIS double beam 
spectrometer (Hitachi U-3300), the non-implanted area of 
a silica slab being employed as a reference). The absorption 
edge has approximately exponential shape. In infrared 
spectral region several interference fringes are observed 
(Fig. 28) which are used to model refraction index profile 
(see above). 
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Fig. 2. (A) Absorption spectra of lhc samples implanted wilh ftuenccs 
from 3 lo 6 )( 1017 cm-2• A non-implanted area of the fused silica slab was 
uscd as a reference. (8) lnfrared transmission spectra of the same samplcs. 
lniCrference fringes are used to calculate refroction index profiles. 
3.2. PL of actiue p/anar waueguides 
The PL spectra of the active planar waveguides have 
very difTerent shape depending on the experiment geome-
try. Two arrangements are used: (i) the light is collected in 
a direction roughly perpendicular to the sample plane (this 
is a conventional PL arrangement) or (ii) in the direction 
close to parallel to the waveguide plane (i.e. from the 
sample facet-waveguide arrangement)-see inset in Fig. 3. 
ln the former geometry the PL spectra are always broad 
with a peak around 830 nm, typical of oxide-passivated Si 
NCs with mean diameter -s nm. On the other band, the 
waveguide geometry reveals narrow (down to JO nm) 
spectral features with a high degree of linear polarization. 
Figs. 3A and B show PL spectra of implanted oxide 
layers (on Si substrates) measured in directions perpendi-
cular and parallel to the layer, respectively. The conven-
tional PL (Fig. 3A) is modulated by deep interference 
fringes due to high reftectivity of the Si substrate. The 
facet-PL (Fig. 38) is not afTected by interference; instead 
a relatively narrow band is observed, the position of 
which depends on implantation fluence (i.e. refraction 
index profile). This peak shows partial linear polarization 
(A) 
nuance [1017cm"2) 
•••••• 3 
-4 
--5 
';! 
c 
=-1 4-(~B•)-.~~~~~=-r----T---,----r---r--~~ 
...1 
ll. 
500 600 700 800 900 
Wavelength [nm] 
Fig. 3. PL spectra of Si Oz layers on Si substr,ues implanted with ftuences 
of 3, 4, and S lC 1017 cm-2• (A) PL detecled in direction perpcndicular to 
the layer. (B) PL detected in direction parallelto the layer (from the facet). 
The inset illustrates the experimental arrangement. 
(8) 
600 700 800 
Wavelength [nm] 
polarization 
--TE 
•••••• TM 
900 1000 
Fig. 4. PL spectra of 4 )( 1017cm-z layers measurcd in edge geometry 
without polarizer (solid line) or with a linear polarizer parallel (TE, dashed 
line) or perpendicular to the waveguide plane (TM, dotled line). The upper 
panel (A) concerns Si02 layers on Si substrate. while lhe lower panel (8) is 
for implanted fused silicu slub. 
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(Fig. 4A). Under identical conditions (of both fabrication 
and PL-experiment) the facet-PL features are much better 
resolved in implanted silica slabs (Fig. 48). Here a clear 
splitting of the narrow PL peak into two peaks with 
polarization parallel (transverse electric TE or s mode) and 
perpendicular (transverse magnetic TM or p mode) to the 
Si-NC waveguide plane is observed. The following discus-
sion is restricted to implanted fused silica slabs where the 
TE{TM splitted modes are nicely resolved. 
PL spectra of other set of five samples prepared by 
implantation to ftuences of 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and 
6.0 x 1017 cm-2 are plotted in Fig. S. The upper spectra 
in Fig. SA represent PL collected from the plane of 
implanted layers, while the lower PL spectra with TE/TM 
double-peaks are collected from the facet at angle + so 
(NAdea = 0.07S). An angle-resolved facet PL spectra from 
the layer implanted with dose of 6 X I 017 cm-2 are plotted in 
Fig. SB and the polar representation of their integrated 
intensity is shown in Fig. SC. The TE/TM split doublets shift 
to longer wavelength with increasing implantation dose. The 
facet PL has a very narrow emission cone with the maximum 
slightly shifted closer to substrate («~0°) (Figs. 1 Band C). 
3.3. Theoretica/ model of the mode structure-radiatiue 
substrate modes 
The surprising PL observations reported above do not 
correspond to simple waveguiding in ideal transparent 
waveguide which should transmit a continuous spectrum of 
guided modes up to a cut-oiT wavelength [12). The cut-oiT 
for the first order modes of our waveguides can be 
estimated to lie above -ISOO nm. Consequently, the 
waveguides should transmit the entire 600-900 nm band 
emitted by Si-NCs, which is clearly not the case. There are 
two possible explanations: 
(i) De/oclllized guided modes: Let us assume wavelength-
dependent losses in the waveguide, then those modes 
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Fig. S. PL spectra of6ve fused silic:a slabs implanted Jo lluenc:es of 4-6 x 1017 c:m-2• (A) Upper c:urves (a single wide band) c:orrespond to PL emilled in a 
dim:tion perpendic:ular to tbc waveguide, wbile lower spec:lra witb doublet peaks are fac:et-PL detec:ted in a direc:lion « = s• (a sketc:b of tbc cxperimental 
anangcment is sbown in tbc inset). (B) Angle resolved fac:el PL spec:tra of tbc sample 6 x 1017 c:m-2• (C) Polar representation ofintegratcd PL intensity of 
anglc resolved fac:et spec:tra from Jbe panel B. Most of tbe PL intensity is emiued in a direc:lion c:lose to o•. 
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(wavelengths) that undergo the smallest losses will be 
advantaged. These are likely those modes that are 
"weakly guided" with a strongly delocalized electric 
field. Such modes propagate basically as planar waves 
in the substrate (13]. Ray optics describes these modes 
by an angle of incidence B that is greuter I han but very 
close to the critical angle Bc for total interna! refection 
(here the lower core/SiOrsubstrate boundary is of 
importance only since the refractive index contrast at 
the upper core/air boundary is high enough to ensure 
total interna! reflection at angles B safely higher than 
60). This model was proposed by Khriachtchev et al. 
[14,15) to explain TE/TM mode structure in Si-NC 
planar waveguides similar to ours. The spectral 
separation between TE and TM modes, is then a direct 
consequence of the asymmetric index profile with 
different phase shifts expected for the TE and TM 
modes under total reflection at both boundaries. 
(ii) Radiotiue subsrrare modes: We have previously pro-
posed an alternative mechanism involving substrate 
leaking or radiation modes of the Si-NC waveguide 
[10,11]. These modes propagate at angle B situated close 
to but below Bc and undergo total reflection at the 
upper boundary (larger index difference) but are only 
partially reftected on the lower boundary (smaller index 
difference). Consequently, a small fraction of their 
power is radiated into the substrate at each bottom 
reflection. If the angle 6 is only slightly less than Bc. the 
leaking modes propagate near-parallel to the Si-NC 
plane. Moreover, the number of reflections is very high 
(R is close to unity), resulting in a narrow spectral 
width for the modes. The mechanism of spectral 
filtering in this case remains the same as discussed 
above, the only difference being that a phase shift at the 
upper boundary only comes to play during the initial 
stages of propagation. After a finite number of interna! 
reflections all the radiant power escapes into leaking 
modes and emerges from the sample facet in a well 
defined direction, basically parallel to the Si-NC film. 
This makes such substrate modes virtually indistin-
guishable from the guided modes. The substrate modes 
are usually considered undesirable parasitic radiation 
and thus do not normally receive much attention. 
lndeed, only in cases where guided modes undergo 
significant losses (absorption and scattering in the 
waveguide core and diffraction on the narrow output 
aperture) do the substrate leaking modes play a 
dominant role. 
The fact that the two above proposed mechanisms have 
a different dependence on the refractive index difference at 
the surface provides the basis for testing their validity 
experimentally. The principle is to change locally the 
cladding layer refractive index. This was done by placing 
liquid drops on the waveguide/air surface [ 11,16]. lf a drop 
is above the excited PL spot, the TE/TM modes gradually 
red-shift and broaden with increasing refraction index of 
applied liquid and eventually disappear if the index 
contrast approaches zero. However, when the drop is 
placed some millimeters away from the spot (between the 
photo-excited spot and the output facet), no changes in 
modes is observed, consistent with all the radiant power 
escaping into radia ti ve substrate modes. These experiments 
are supported by numerical modeling of the PL spectra 
which show excellent agreement with experiments and 
provide unambiguous validation of the leaking modes 
model [ll]. 
3.4. Coupling and propagation oj externallighr in Si-Nc 
waueguides 
The transmission spectra of the five samples (implanta-
tion fluence 4-6 x 1017 cm-2) obtained by white-light 
coupling through a prism (Fig. lA) are shown in Fig. 6. 
In the measured spectral region two broad transmission 
bands (blue and red) are observed for each sample. The 
positions of both bands red-shifts with increasing ftuence 
and the position of long-wavelength bands coincides with 
that of the PL leaking modes (Fig. SA). Our calculation 
show that the red and blue bands correspond to second and 
third order leaking modes (the first one being in infrared). 
Broadening of the mode structure may be a consequence of 
the very low number of reftections undertaken by coupled 
light before escaping to the substrate [17). 
Coupling of external light (the warm-white LED) 
through a truncated facet (Fig. I B) gives the best result 
for a coupling angle }'""20°, as expected (Fig. 7). In this 
configuration we detect narrow and polarization-split 
peaks at an output angle cx-2°. The peaks are, however, 
not transmission but absorption peaks. This can be 
understood if it is assumed that the detected light is not 
from radiative substrate modes (which represent a small 
portion of transmitted light) but from filtered transmitted 
light propagating almost parallel to the Si-NC waveguide 
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Fig. 6. The transmission spectra of prism-coupled light detected 111 angle 
at = 7" from samples presented in Fig. S. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of transmission spectra of sample S. S x 1017 cm-2 
obtained by the direct facet-coupling (upper curves. solid line-no-
polarization, dashed and dotted lines correspond to TE and TM 
polarization, respectively) and by the prism-coupling (lower spectrum). 
from which a part of power escaped to the substrate 
modes. The blue third order modes are much stronger 
compared to second order because of higher absorption in 
blue spectral region. 
3.5. Leaking modes vs. optical gain 
One of the most interesting questions concerning 
nanocrystal waveguides is the interplay between radiative 
substrate modes and optical amplification by stimulated 
emission. Since the first report on optical gain in Si-ion 
implanted Si-NC layers by Pavesi et al. [18) similar samples 
have been investigated by ether groups with both positive 
[4) and negative [19] results. Two aspects of this problem 
are addressed here. 
First, experimental artefacts ha ve been shown to play an 
important role when measuring optical gain close to 
leaking modes maxima by the commonly used variable-
stripe-length (VSL) technique [20]. These artefacts are 
mainly due to unconventional propagation and coupling of 
these modes in the detection system, and their interplay 
with the NA of detection. ln order to correct most of these 
artefacts it has previously been proposed that VSL 
measurements be combined with a shifting-excitation-spot 
(SES) technique [20). lndeed, it should be stressed that the 
interpretation of VSL results without associated SES 
measurements can lead to erroneous results. 
Secondly, the potential advantages of leaking modes for 
athieving optical gain are spectral narrowing, low losses, 
and directionality of propagation. On the ether band the 
propagation path of radiative modes through a pumped 
active medium (Si-NCs forming the waveguide) is limited 
by leakage into the substrate. Attempts to achieve optical 
gain on leaking modes was successful only under strong 
nanosecond pulsed pumping (6 ns, 355 nm from THG-
Nd:YAG laser) with the gain threshold around 50mJ/cm2 
and maximum gain at TM mode of about 12cm-1 for 
IOOmJ/cm2 excitation [21]. 
Further theoretical investigation of the radiative modes 
in the lossfgain medium is in progress. 
3.6. Permanem changes of Si-NC waveguides induced by 
laser pulses 
The Si-NC waveguides in silica may be damaged by 
high-intensity laser excitation and apparent ditTerences in 
damage are evident for nanosecond and femtosecond 
pulses. When irradiated with the 420-nm, 5 ns output of 
an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) pumped by THG-
Nd:YAG (NL 303 + PG 122, Ekspla) the damage threshold 
is very sharp at around 800 mJ/cm2• The damage appears 
as micrometer-size granular aggregates in the Si-NC 
fcllowed immediately by complete ablation of the im-
planted layer. The mechanism is most probably related to 
heating and even melting of Si-NCs [22] which leads to 
failure of the silica matrix. This is evidenced by the 
appearance of cracks and surface ruptures which can lead 
to complete removal of the SiNC layer. 
ln contrast, femtosecond laser excitation (400 fs, 400 nm 
from SHG-Ti:sapphire laser) starts to modify sample at 
much lower pulse energies ;ll:20mJ/cm2• There are two 
distinct phases of layer damage. The initial stage appears 
as darkening (brown coloration) ofthe excited area. Micro-
Raman measurements (not presented bere) show that 
it corresponds to amorphization of the Si-NC layer 
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Fig. 8. (A) The diiTraction grating (period of abou1 12 Jim) ablated in the 
Si-NC waveguidc (implanted flucnce 4 x I 011 cm-2) by an interfcring laser 
pulses from femtosccond laser (SHO-Ti:sapphirc laser, 400 fs, 400 nm). (B) 
A photograph of the pallern produced by diiTraction of 633 nm He-Ne 
laser beam on tbc ablated grating. 
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(it appears similar to the implanted layer before annealing). 
ln the second step at higher excitation the layer is ablated. 
Clearly, the damage mechanism for ultrashort laser pulses 
(400 fs) is different to that of the longer (5 ns) pulses. The 
advantage of fs-ablation is that the boundary between the 
ablated and unchanged area can be very sharp, enabling 
fs-laser-ablation to be used for lithography to create 
microstructures in the planar waveguides. In Fig. 8 we 
demonstrate a diffraction grating with 12J.lm period 
written into 4 x 1017 cm-2 implanted layer by 400 fs, 
400 nm fs-pulses. 
4. Conclusions 
Si-ion implantation into silica slabs or oxide layers on Si 
wafer followed by annealing is a relatively easy way to 
fabricate active nanocrystalline planar waveguides. ln spíte 
of their simplicity these waveguides show rich optical 
phenomena which are mainly connected to peculiar 
radiative substrate modes-so-called leaking modes. This 
study has investigated the inftuence of these complex 
propagation modes on PL, transmission, and gain spectra 
both experimentally and theoretically. Similar anomalous 
phenomena connected to the interplay between radiative 
and guided modes are expected to take place in other types 
of active waveguides. The possibility of spectral, polariza-
tion, and spatial filtering reported for active Si-NC 
waveguides offer interesting possibilities for application 
in silicon-based photonic devices or sensors. 
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ABSTRACT 
Description of optical waveguides is commonly restricted to propagation at distances much larger than the width ofthe 
waveguide core and therefore on ly guided modes are taken into account in theory. Effects connected with leaking of the 
waves into the substrate may be, however, very important for possible applications in microelectronics. ln this paper, we 
overview our model of photoluminescence of an active planar waveguide and we extend it in order to describe mode 
formation during propagation in the waveguide. We also include optical amplification into our model and derive formula 
for description ofthe Variable Stripe Length (VSL) method widely used for measurement ofthe net gain coefficient. We 
demonstrate necessity for corrections of VSL results since their straightforward interpretation may be misleading. 
Keywords: planar waveguide, optical gain, silicon nanocrystals, radiative modes 
1. INTRODUCTION 
High-density integration of current integrated circuits has physical limits due to beat dissipation and other effects. Some 
ofthese problems may be solved by incorporation ofnew types of devices, for example optoelectronic or spintronic. 
Electronic chips are mostly fabricated on silicon substrates using planar .technologies that enable to create Si/Si02 
islands, metallic interconnections, p and n-doped areas etc., but cannot directly integrate devices based on other types of 
semiconductor materials (GaAs optoelectronic devices etc.). Unlike bulk silicon, which emits light inefficiently, 
nanostructured silicon could be used to build integrated light sources, which are under recent research. 
Luminescence was achieved using porous silicon or silicon nanocrystals1 and also electroluminescence was 
demonstrated.2.J A source of coherent light based on silicon is, nevertheless, under development because of a small 
optical gain ofSi nanocrystals4'5 (ofthe order -10 cm'1). 
Light sources integrated in optoelectronic devices will be probably in a form of active planar or rib waveguides -
waveguiding structures with embedded Si nanocrystals or other luminescent bodies. As shown previously,6'7 these 
waveguides reveal inavoidable mode leaking of radiation from the waveguide core to the substrate. The radiated field 
then propagates along the waveguide core and it is detected in spectroscopic experiments together with the guided 
modes. Although we can take the advantage ofthis etTect for e.g. luminescence spectral filtering in active nanophotonic 
devices8 leaking of energy to the substrate is also potentially unwanted effect in integrated devices because it may be 
responsible for cross tal ks or other errors. 
ln this work, we present results of our theoretical investigation of the effects connected with guiding and leaking of light 
in planar structures on a transparent substrate. The paper may be divided to two main parts: stationary properties 
(sections 3 and 4) and mode propagation (sections S to 7). ln the first part, we outline our model which explains our 
experimental observations in photoluminescence (PL) experiments under low excitation and we show how the 
parameters of samples may influence measured PL spectra. ln the second part, we extend the model in order to describe 
mode propagation in the direction of the waveguide and we focus on mode formation with and without presence of 
optical gain. At the end, we show important consequences which follow from our theory for optical spectroscopy but 
also for future applications in optoelectronics. 
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Fig. I: PL from the waveguiding samples implanted to nuences of 4·1 017 cm'2 (a) and 5·1 017 cm·2 (b). The dotted line 
depicts PL collected in the nonnal geometry and the solid line the PL measured in the waveguiding geometry. The 
dashed line is the result ofnumerical modeling. The TE and TM-polarized peaks are well resolved. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Our samples are formed by a thin Jayer (-I J.lm thick) ofsilícon nanocrystals (Si-NCs) with average diameter ofabout 
S nm (determined by Raman scanering) in I mm thick silica slabs . The Si-NC layer was prepared by Si+·ion 
implantation to a polished substrate at the energy of 400 ke V. The samples were subsequently annealed in order to form 
Si-NCs in the implanted layer. As a result, active layers of luminescent Si nanocrystals with density controlled by the 
tluence of Si+ ions were formed on transparent substrates. The distribution of the Si-NCs density (and thus the refractive 
index) below the sample surface was non-uniform with a peak at the depth -0.6 J.lm9 (Fig. 4b). 
We measured photoluminescence (cw excitation by a He-Cd laser at 325 or 442 nm) of the waveguiding layer in two 
geometries (cf. Fig. 2): in a standard norma) incidence geometry (both excitation and detection nearly perpendicular to 
the implanted layer) and in the waveguiding geometry (excitation perpendicular to the layer, detected light was collected 
from the sample edge in the direction parallel with the waveguide).7 The signal was collected by a microscope objective 
lens with collection angle about 9°. At the norma! incidence, the PL spectra reveal the usual shape (see Fig. I) of Si 
nanocrystals- the PL spectrum covers a broad spectral region with the peak around 800 nm and obviously its shape is 
not affected by the spatial confinement in the waveguiding layer. ln the waveguinding geometry, on the contrary, the PL 
spectrum contains narrow peaks besides a broad spectrum as seen in Fig. I, the doublet contains the TE and TM 
polarized modes as verified experimentally. Similar spectral filtering feature of the waveguiding samples was reported 
also by other groups. 10 
The samples reveal also unique features when the core/substrate is irradiated at angles near rr./2: spectra of absorbance 
reveal TE and TM-polarized peaks, see Fig. 3. Unlike the PL peaks, resonances are observable in a broader spectral 
region which is not limited by the spectrum of radiation of the Si-NCs and therefore we observe more TEffM doublets 
in absorbance. Spectral positions ofthe PL maxima coincide with the peaks in the absorbance spectra. 
Optical gain is usually measured by the Variable Stripe Length (VSL) method. The principle of the method is, that a 
spatially wide laser beam is focused by a cylindricallens to excite a stripe in the sample. Depending on the stripe length 
l, the intensity ofthe amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) signal detected in the waveguiding geometry is expected to 
increase with extending length l dueto amplification ofthe spontaneous emission 11 (the gain coefficient i s denoted g): 
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Fig 3: Absorbance of the waveguiding sample implanted to a 
fluence of 5.5·1017 cm'2 in the reflection geometry when the 
implanted layer was illuminated by white light at an angle near 
90". The solid line is the overall measured signal, dashed lines 
depict measured TE and TM-polarized spectra and the dotted 
line is a numerical calculation. 
The formula (I) is, however, valid only in the limit ofhigh net gain since it doesn't take into account leaking ofwaves 
out ofthe excited stripe. This fact was pointed out and it was verified experimentally that interpretation ofthe results of 
the VSL experiments may be misleading ifthe results were not corrected for the leaking. For this reason, we proposed a 
simple experimental method- called Shifting Excitation Spot (SES)5 - which is suitable for such corrections. Using the 
VSL and SES methods, it was shown,5•12 that the measured net gain in the waveguiding samples strongly depends on the 
spectral position. We explain this fact by a model which follows. 
3.MODEL 
In this section, we consider a sample with a step-li ke profile of the refractive index (see Fig. 4a) for clarity. (Numerical 
calculations in the next section are performed with a real profile of the refractive index.) The waveguide with refractive 
index n and thickness d is deposited on a substrate with refractive index n. and it is covered by a cladding with refractive 
index n •. We consider that the substrate is transparent and the guiding layer absorbs light (the refractive indexes n. and 
n{A)=nJ(A)+i..t}(A.)/411' are generally complex). Nanocrystals randomly distributed in the guiding layer are the source of 
PL. 
Our explanation of occurrence of the narrow peaks in PL spectra (under cw excitation) is based on the existence of the 
substrate radiative modes besides the guided modes of a waveguide. 13 The guided modes propagate mostly inside the 
waveguide core and leave a sample through its edge, see Fig. 4a. The radiative modes, on the contrary, leave the 
waveguide core after several retlections at the core/substrate boundary and then they freely propagate in the lossless 
substrate until they reach the edge. The crucial point is, that both types of the modes may propagate in the same 
directions and therefore we cannot separate them when using a detection system with a small numerical aperture. 14 
The total spectral density ofthe detected radiation may be expressed as /(A.)=/0(..1.)+/R(..t), where /0(A.) stands for the part 
of the guided modes and /R(A.) is the part of the radiative modes. The spectrum of the guided modes is broad without any 
narrow maxima since there exists a guided mode for every wavelength far below the cutoff (the cutoff is expected to be 
above 2 J.lm in our samples). Although Khriachtchev et a/. proposed10 that the narrow peaks in the PL spectra are formed 
by the selective absorption dueto the mode delocalization, our calculations and experiments have shown7 that this model 
is insufficient. We therefore express the spectral profile ofthe guided modes by an approximate formula: 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I a(A, z)= / 0 (A)exp(- y(A)z), (2) 
where /o( A) stands for the spectral density of the PL of the nanocrystals (i.e. experimentally measured spectrum in the 
norma! geometry) and a variable z i s the distance of an excited spot from the sample edge. We consider that the spectrum 
of the guided modes does not depend on the observation angle a due to diffraction on the sample edge. 14 On the 
contrary, there exists an unambiguous relation between the angle of detection of the radiative modes a and their 
direction of propagation in the waveguide core S (see Fig. 4a). Considering this fact, one may derive6 the formula for 
spectral density ofthe radiative modes: 
10(A)r(s) dS /R(A,a)= · --- -- - ·· - - . jt- r1(S)r2(S}exp(2iK(A, S)d) 2 da (3) 
Functions r1 and rl are the reflection coefficients for reflection on the two respective core boundaries, T is the 
transmittance of the corelsubstrate boundary, K= ~(2; nf- /)2 = ':; ncosS is the wave vector of the mode in the 
direction perpendicular to the propagation direction and the term :! is the correction factor for the spatial density of the 
PL radiated by a nanocrystal which is isotropic in the core. Assuming an aperture ofthe detection system with a nonzero 
size, the detected signal may be calculated using the equation: 
a, 
/TOTAL (A)= ~/o(A)+/R (A,a))da, (4) 
where ao.1 denote the limits of the integration over the aperture of the detection _system. Formu Ia (3) clearly shows that 
the shape of PL spectrum of the radiative modes strongly depends on the angle of detection a and therefore we may do 
the following conclusion. 
The PL spectrum contains two components: narrow peaks and a broad spectrum shifted to longer wavelengths compared 
to the original PL of the intrinsic nanocrystals due to wavelength-dependent absorption. The ratio of the magnitudes of 
these two parts depends on the absorption coefficient of the core layer and the geometry of the detection system. We 
may generally state that the higher absorption induces stronger appereance of the radiative modes. This fact directly 
follows from Eqs. (2) and (3): since z,)(/, the guided modes are suppressed when losses in the core are too high, while 
radiative modes propagate mostly in the transparent substrate. This fact was clearly illustrated in our previous 
publications7 where the absorption coefficient increases with the tluence of implantation. At the lowest tluence, a wide 
PL band is resolved above 700 nm and no radiative modes are seen while the spectra for higher fluences contain both 
types of PL. The above statements are further supported experimentally12 - we were able to separate the PL of the 
guided modes by spatial filtering. 
4. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 
We considered an asymmetric continuous profile of the refractive index below the sample surface. The particular 
profiles of the refractive indexes were determined on the basis of numerical fitting of infra-red transmission spectra9 and 
are schematically plotted in Fig. 4b. We slightly modified the above formulae and we numerically calculated the PL 
spectra using the standard transfer matrix formalism. The results are plotted in Fig. 1 for the parameters used in the 
experiments. 
The shape of the PL spectrum depends on the conditions of observation (position of a detector and its numerical 
aperture) and it also strongly depends on the sample parameters and thus the preparation conditions. These facts are 
summarized in Fig. 5 where we plotted the calculated dependences of PL characteristics (widths of the respective TE 
and TM peaks and their spectral positions) on the following parameters: the angle of observation a, peak value of the 
core refractive index !in (controlled by the tluence of implantation), width of the distribution of nanocrystals O' below the 
sample surface and the refractive index ofthe cladding n._ We took parameters ofthe sample implanted with tluence of 
5·1017 cm-2 as a reference. 
Fig. 4: Ray propagation in a sample with step-like (a) and continuous (b) profile ofrefractive index ofthe core. 
ln our particular case, the planar waveguide is considered to be asymmetric, i.e. 118<n •. Radiative modes are therefore 
expected to Jeak only to the substrate and to be observed only for angles tt>O as seen in Fig. Sa. Change of the 
observation angle causes change of both the exponential factor in Eq. (3) and reflectivity on the core/substrate boundary 
and therefore the spectral positions and widths ofthe PL maxima change. The greater detection angle a is, the smaller is 
the reflectivity ofthe core/substrate boundary and the wider PL peaks are. 
Figs.Sb-d illustrate the possibility of tun ing the sample properties by variation of the preparation conditions. We may 
prepare for example structures for real-time sensing of the refractive index of liquids which is represented by the 
refractive index ofthe cladding in Fig. Sd, Ref. 7. 
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The grazing incidence absorbance spectra depicted in Fig. 3 are also fully consistent with the model. Although light 
should be totally reflected by the waveguiding structure, some part i s absorbed in the core. The maximum of absorption 
arises when the phase matching condition is met - this is the same condition as the condition for the peak of PL. 
Calculated theoretical curve ofthe absorbance is depicted in Fig. 3 by a dotted line. 
S. FORMATION OF MODES 
The model formulated in section 3 describes a situation when the waves undergo an infinite number ofreflections inside 
the waveguide core. This situation corresponds to an experiment in which the excitation spot is far from the edge (z)){/). 
However, as poited out in our previous publication 15 and Jater by Khriachtchev et a/., 10 the shape ofthe modes in PL 
undergoes evolution when the distance of the excitation spot from the edge is increased. lnterpretation, based on our 
model, is simple: the smaller is the distance z, the less round-trips between the core boundaries are perfonned by the 
wave. Constructive/destructive interference is best metat an infinite number of reflections and therefore we expect the 
best mode formation at high number of reflections N and therefore at long distances z whereas no modes in the PL 
spectra are expected at small distances. The effect may be enhanced due to the dominance of radiative modes at long 
distances and the dominance ofthe fiat spectrum ofthe guided modes at small distances. 
Spectrum ofthe guided modes is not influenced by the number ofinternal reflections and therefore we can keep formula 
(2} for detennination oftheir spectral protile. Formula (3}, however, needs a correction for a finite number ofreflections: 
(5) 
(6) 
where N{8, z) is the number of reflections of the wave inside the core and zR i s the distance between two points of 
reflection on the core/substrate boundary. The intensity of radiation which remains in the core after N reflections of a ray 
on the corelsubstrate boundary (see Fig. 4a) may be expressed as: 
/(N) = 10 lr1r/N = 10 exp[-2rcrrz], (7) 
and therefore the number ofreflections may be evaluated in the following way: 
N-- YcrrZ 
- Iogjr1 r2 1 ' 
(8) 
and zR =- losl'l':!l, where Yerr is an effective attenuation coefficient which reflects the leaking to the substrate. lt may be 
7olf 
calculated from the Poynting vector. ln the case of an as~metric waveguide with the step-li ke protile of the refractive 
index, the coefficient may be expressed for TE waves as: 3 
(9) 
(10) 
In structures with more complicated protile of the refractive index, the attenuation coefficient must be evaluated 
numerically, however Eqs. (7) and (8) remain valid. Results ofthe calculation ofthe narrowing ofthe modes in a sample 
with step-like profile ofthe refractive index are plotted in Fig. 6. Presence ofthe guided modes may cause apparent shift 
ofthe PL maxima dueto wavelength-dependent absorption. Calculated widths ofthe maxima and the distance on which 
they are fonned strongly depend on the protile of refractive index: if it changes continuously, modes would be wider and 
they would fonn on longer distances z. 
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6. OPTICAL GAIN 
Considering a homogeneously excited stripe with length l which reveals an optical gain and considering that only the 
plane waves which propagate in the direction ofthe excited stripe are detected, one derives formula (I) for dependence 
of the detected light intensity on l. The formula i s widely used in spectroscopy in the VSL method, however it is valid 
(for real detectors with a nonzero numerical aperture) only in the limit of large optical gain. For the limit of small or zero 
optical gain and a large numerical aperture of the detector, a rigorous theoretical and experimental review was 
published, 16 however we use a simplified approach in order to show the main characteristics of the waveguiding 
samples. First we derive a formula for determination of the ASE signal as a function of the stripe length in a bulk 
sample. We must take into account that the amount of energy radiated by a nanocrystal and detected by a detector scales 
with the distance r between the nanocrystal and the detector as 11?. Let' s denote the distance between the edge of the 
sample and the detector s considering that s is much larger that the width of the excited stripe, let's denote the gain 
coefficient g and the real part of the refractive index of the sample nr (see Fig. 7). One may directly derive that the total 
intensity detected by the detector is: 
(II) 
Note that the above formula describes the situation depicted in Fig. 7- if the signal is collected using some optical 
elements in front of the detector, the calculation must be adapted according to the particular situation. The function in 
Eq. (I I) is not integrable analytically, however for large g it clearly reduces to Eq. ( 1). We plotted the function (I I) for 
various parameters in graph in Fig. 8. Obviously it qualitatively fits the measured ASE curves.'2 The exponential growth 
of the experimental data slightly above the zero length of the excited stripe is due to ditTraction or other optical artifacts 
which are not taken into account in the present model. 
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Fig. 8: Calculated intensity detected in a VSL (a) and SES (b) experiments from a bulk sample with refractive index 1.6 and 
with the detector in the distance O.S and I mm from the sample edge. Curves of ASE are calculated for zero, positive and 
negative gain coefficients considering the loss coefficient F I O cm·•. 
The ASE curves reveal interesting behavior on for larger lengths of the excitation stripe as shown in Fig. 9 where we 
plot dependence of ASE on the stripe length for the same parameters as in Fig. 8, however on a different scale for l. 
ASE curves in Fig. 8, when compared with Eq. (I), seem to reveal no net gain or a small net gain and strong saturation. 
Our calculations show that the apparent saturation i s due to the beam divergence and the behavior of superlinear ASE 
growth arise for larger lengths of the stripe of the order of several mm. ln Fig. 9a we show the ASE curves for gain 
coefficients g=O cm·• and g=20 cm·• in linear scale with graphs of Eq. (I) for g=20 cm·• and g=4. 7 cm·• (best fit). Fig. 9b 
shows the same curves on an even large scale for l in order to show that fitting by (I) may give incorrect results if 
perforrned for small stripe lengths - the net gain may be underestimated. 
Discussion ofoptical amplification in waveguides is more complicated because ofthe existence ofthe waves which leak 
into the substrate. Guided modes propagate in the waveguiding layer and thus they are amplified on the whole path. The 
forrnula analogous to Eq. (9) for the guided modes thus differs only in the denominator which is in the first power: 
/Rc(t)oc: jexp({g- r)zltz. 
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Fig. 9: Same as Fig. 8 on longer scales for l for g=O and 20 cm·•, respectively. The solid curves stand for predictions of 
our model based on Eq. (12), the dashed curve is the result of Eq. (I) with g=20 cm·• and the dotted line is the best fit of Eq. 
(12) by Eq. (I) withg=4.6 cm·• .. 
The radiative modes, on the contrary, may be amplitied only on a part of their path because of their leakage to the 
substrate. Some ofthe radiative modes are effectively amplitied ifthe gain coefficient is high enough to compensate the 
losses by leaking. We divide derivation ofthe intensity ofthe detected waves into two parts: (i) a contribution from the 
wave which remains in the core until it reaches a sample edge and (ii) from the wave refracted to the substrate. For the 
waves in the core, the same formula as Eq. (12) holds when y is substituted by Yerr according to Eq. (9) (r.n=rfor the 
guided modes). Considering the refracted waves, we must take into account that they are amplitied only during 
propagation in the core and that once the wave leaves the core, its intensity decreases with the second power of the 
distance: 
'o ,,_pN+'Iz d.9 
/R5(z)= ( )z T-, 
z+nrs 1-P da 
(13) 
P = ljrz exp(2im)exp['z'!' ]exp((g- y )zR /2) . (14) 
The total ASE signal in the VSL experiment is expressed as the sum: 
(15) 
Here the symbol Ce expresses an efficiency of coupling of the guided modes to the detector- generally it i s less than I 
due to nonzero numerical aperture of the waveguide. The above function i s plotted for various parameters in Fig. I Oa-d. 
The panels a-b in Fig. JO show for comparison predicted ASE and SES curves for parameters similar to Fig. 8 (bulk 
sample). The initial rise ofthe ASE measured at wavelengths ofthe radiative modes is not an effect of optical gain but a 
specitic (linear optical) characteristics ofthe waveguiding samples as proven by our calculations. The influence ofmode 
leaking is clearly seen in Figs. 9c-d: the leaking is most efficient for large detection angles a and near the mode 
maximum at 971.5 nm while the modes are mostly guided far from the resonance or at low detection angles. Leaking 
causes very complex dependence of the mode coupling to the detector on the distance of the excitation spot from a 
sample edge. This effect was also observed experimentally.5 Due to the limited path in the core, leaking waves are 
amplitied with low efficiency compared to the guided modes, as seen in Fig. I Oa. Their net gain may be, nevertheless, 
positive but always lower than the net gain ofthe guided modes. 
7. DISCUSSION 
Spectrally narrow modes which leak into the substrate are formed, as demonstrated in the results in the previous two 
sections, on distances much larger than the waveguide width. This phenomenon was observed experimentally by our 
group15 and by Khriachtchev et a/. 10 Our results do not fit the experimental data exactly because we did not take into 
account the exact protile of the refractive index of the sample and we did not consider that the excitation spot has a 
nonzero size. The qualitative agreement between the experiment and calculations is, however, excellent and we may 
conclude that our model describes the PL experiments with high precision. 
ln our calculations ofSES and ASE curves, we considered a specitic experimental setup depicted in Fig. 7 which models 
an experiment in which the PL signal is collected by an optical tiber without any optics between the sample and the 
tiber. Additional optical elements, however, make the calculations more complex. Optics usually display the sample 
edge on an input of a detector (e.g. an optical ti ber, an entrance slit of a spectrometer) and its influence is therefore that 
only the numerical aperture is changed and the effective distance between the sample and the detector is s-0. The 
values .r-1 mm used above are not therefore underestimated and the results of calculations may be qualitatively 
compared with experimental data. 
The curves in Fig. 8 qualitatively reproduce the measured data12 except for the initial rise for t-o which is due to 
diffraction, as noted above. Although the ASE signal in the VSL experiments increase sublinearly, simulations show that 
it is not due to the saturation of optical gain but it is caused by the decrease of the coupling efficiency between the 
source and the detector. The effect of varying coupling may be eliminated by putting the detector far from the sample. 
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Fig. 10: Calculated ASE (a) and SES (b-d) curves from a waveguiding sample according to Eq. (15) for 
leaking waves (solid) and guided modes (dashed). Parameters of the sample were: refractive index 
n1=1.46, nFI.S,r=IOcm·•, d=l.5,um. Default detection angle was considered a=l 0, distance of the 
detector from the sample edge s=0.5 mm, detection wavelength 971.5 nm (in the maximum of a mode). 
Figs. (c) and (d) show how the shape ofthe SES curves change with detection angle an wavelength. 
This setup corresponds to the Fraunhofer limit of diffraction, i.e. we detect on ly a plane wave with well detined direction 
and the formula (11) reduces to Eq. (I). 
Simulations on the waveguiding samples in Fig. 10 are in a good agreement with our experimental data.' Guided modes 
reveal the usual behavior: they are amplified on the whole path through the sample until they reach the edge. The 
effective losses are only due to the divergence, i.e. due to the varying coupling to the detector. When compared to the 
bulk samples, the coupling coefficient decrease only with the first power ofthe distance between the excited spot and the 
detector and therefore the superlinear growth ofthe ASE signal may be more likely observed than in the bulk samples. 
Leaking waves, on the other hand, reveal themselves very unusually. ln the SES experimental setup, the PL intensity 
grows with the distance z and after reaching some limit, it starts to decrease. The limiting distance z is determined by the 
angle of the mode propagation in the waveguide core and therefore by the angle of observation. The SES experiments 
may be interpreted as follows. The wave is radiated in the core and it subsequently propagates in the core and partly 
leaks to the substrate. The longer is the distance of propagation, the more energy is transferred to the substrate. We 
detect the sum ofthe wave which remains in the core and the wave refracted to the substrate from the edge, however the 
refracted wave is usually stronger because of absorption in the core and diffraction at the edge. With increasing distance 
z, the intensity of PL i s increasing until the growth i s overridden by the decay dueto decreasing coupling to the detector. 
Presence of the positive optical gain is responsible for the growth of ASE in the VSL configuration and therefore the 
optical amplification may be detected by the direct comparison of the integrated SES and VSL measurements. 
Determination of the gain coefficient i s, however, difficult and the changes in PL are not pronounced as nicely as if the 
measurement is performed on the guided modes. 
The gain measurement should give better results if measured on the guided modes only. We show in Fig. I Od that the 
guided modes may be experimentally separated by spectral filtering- ifthe detected signal is selected from the broad PL 
spectrum outside the TE and TM-polarized peaks, on ly guided modes are coupled to the detector. Analysis of the net 
optical gain is then based on Eq. (12) or on a more complex theory in Ref. 16. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We develop a model which describes formation and optical amplification of the modes in optical waveguides (both 
leaking and guided). The behavior ofthe guided modes is affected only by the effective reduction ofthe dimensionality 
ofthe sample to 20 (compared to bulk samples) and therefore the effective losses dueto divergence ofthe radiated field 
are lower than in bulk samples. This fact may result in observation of superlinear increase of the ASE signal on 
waveguides containing Si nanocrystals, however we stress out that one must stili compare ASE and SES curves in order 
to identify whether the net gain is positive or negative. A special attention must be, nevertheless, paid to the leaking 
waves since they cause a variety of unwanted effects. 
Leaking waves may cause problems not on ly in spectroscopic experiments but they may play an important role in micro-
optoelectronics on integrated devices. The source of signal (guided modes) then may be also the source of the noise 
guided by the substrate. lt may therefore appear desirable to cut off the noise by addition of an absorbing layer to the 
substrate or in another way, if necessary. 
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ABSTRACf 
Si nanocrystals were embedded in synthetic silica opals by means ofSi-ion implantation or 
opal impregnation with porous Si suspensions. In both types of sample photoluminescence 
(PL) is strongly Bragg-reflection attenuated (up to 75%) at the frequency of the opal stop-
band in a direction perpendicular to the (lll) face of the perfect hcp opal structure. Time-
resolved PL shows a rich distribution of decay rates, which contains both shorter and longer 
decay components compared to the ordinary stretcted exponential decay of Si nanocrystals. 
This effect reflects changes in the spontaneous emission rate of Si NC due to variations in the 
local density of states of real opal containing defects. 
1. lntroduction 
Silicon nanostructures are promising materials for realizing all-silicon optoelectronics. 
Light emission from bulk silicon, is very inefficient due to its indirect band- gap structure and 
the dominance of non-radiative recombination. In contrast, nanocrystalline silicon shows 
strong photoluminescence (PL) with quantum efficiency of the order of several percent [ 1 ]. 
However, the performance of S~based light-emitting devices is limited by a relatively low 
emission rate and a broad emission spectrum. One possible way to manipulate the emission 
rate, wavelength, and direction is he inclusion of Si nanocrystals (NC) within photonic 
structures. For example, silicon nanocrystals can form active planar waveguides that exhibit 
surprising photoluminescence narrowing, polarization, ard directionality [2]. They may also 
be coupled to a spherical micro-cavity and show whispering gallery modes in PL spectra (3]. 
The suppression of spontaneous emission by photonic band-gap structures was 
proposed in the seminal paper by E. Jablonovitch in 1987 [4] and is probably most clearly 
demonstrated for PL from a GalnAsP quantum well in a 20 photonic-crystal slab (five times 
• corresponding author: e-mail: jan.valenta@mff.cuni.c?, tel. +420 221911272 
reduction of PL emission rate in the near- infrared spectral region) [ 5]. Throughout the past 
decade artificial opal has been used to demonstrate the influence of photonic structure on the 
luminescence of dye molecules or nanocrystals in the visible spectral range [6]. Artificial 
opals are prepared from sub-micrometer beads of silica, polystyrere, etc. that are organized 
into a stochastic mixture of hcp and fcc structures [7]. However, such material exhibits on ly 
optical stop-bands (not a complete photonic band-gap) dueto the fact that the refractive index 
contrast between the beads and voids is low. This problem can be overcome by using inverted 
opals that are formed by filling the opal pores with higher index material (silicon [8], Ti02 [9] 
etc.) and removing of initial (template) beads. This can be used to increase the refractive 
index contrast and thereby produce larger modification of the density of photonic states. 
Severa) attempts to fill the opal voids with semiconductor nanocrystals have been undertaken 
and their modified emission reported [I O, ll, 12, 13, 14]. 
In this article we report on the fabrication of Si NCs in silica artificial opals by means 
of Si-ion implantation or opal impregnation with porous Si colloidal suspensions. PL spectra 
of Si NCs at the stop-band frequency are shown to be largely attenuated by Bragg reflection. 
PL decay rates show new slow and fast components due to variation; in the local density of 
photonic states in the opal. Micro-PL imaging also highlights interesting aspects associated 
with light localization by defects. 
2. Sample preparation and experimental set-up 
Silica microspheres were prepared following the modified Stňber-Finck process that 
has been shown to result in particle size dispersion better than about 2 %. Large synthetic 
opals were prepared using electro-sedimentation from colloidal solution of sili ca spheres. The 
sedimentation lasts for approximately 4 days under static electric fields of 0.2 V/cm applied 
between a platinum grid and a mercury layer. Self-supporting bulk opals were obtained by 
partial sintering ofthe silica particles at 950°C for 2 hours (Fig. 1). The mean diameter ofthe 
silica balls used in this study was about 300 nm (Fig. 2a). Electron microscope and AFM 
images reveal an fcc structure of opal with (III) plane on the surface. Fig. J:> shows a 
Fourier-transform ofthe image in Fig. 2a which highlights the hexagonal structure ofthe opal 
and shows a layer periodicity of288 nm and a mean bead size of333 nm. 
Si nanocrystals were introduced into the opal in two ways: 
(i) Sl ion implantation (energy of 100 keV and dose of0.5 x 1017 cm"2) followed by 
annealing at ll 00 °C for 1 hour in nitrogen. This procedure formed Si nanocrystals inside the 
Si02 balls. A TRIM (Transport of lons in Matter) calculation [ 15] of the implantation profile 
for 100 keV Si-ions into quartz reveals a mean projected range of 150 nm. A simple 
numerical calculation gives an estimation ofthe excess Si concentration in the case of an opal 
structure (neglecting the curvature ofthe silica balls) showing that 66%, 29%, and 5% ofthe 
ions are stopped in the first, second and third layer of silica spheres, respectively (implanting 
the (III) plane ofa perfect opal fcc crystal). (ii) Luminescing Si nanocrystals were formed by 
conventional electrochemical etching of Si wafers (<100> p-type, ? - 0.1 Ocm) in a HF-
ethanol (1 :2.5) solution. The etching current density was kept relatively low (1.6 mA/cnr) in 
order to obtain higher porosity and, consequently, resulting in a low mean size of Si-ne (the 
PL band peak is around 680 nm). Porous-Si (P-Si) powder (i.e. grains of interconnected 
oxidized Si NCs) was then obtained by mechanical pulverization (scratching with a blade) of 
the :P.Si film from the silicon substrate. A colloidal suspension was prepared by pouring 
ethanol onto the P-Si powder and mixing it in an ultrasonic bath. The suspension was then 
sedimented for several days and the supematant component extracted and dispensed onto the 
opal surface. The opal surface was subsequently flushed with high pressure filtered air to 
remove any residua) P-Si particles. 
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PL and reflection spectra were measured using micro-spectroscopy set- ups based on 
imaging spectrograph; (Horiba Jobin Yvon Triax 1 90 or 320) connected to conventional far-
field microscopes. A liquid nitrogen (LN)-cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu C4880) or 
amplified thermoelectrically (fE)-cooled camera (Princeton Instruments PI-max) was used 
for detection of images and spectra. The set-up enables controlled measurement of reflection 
or PL spectra from any spot on the sample with resolution down to the diffraction limit (i.e. 
roughly SOO nm for visible wavelengths). The UV-Iine of a cw He-Cd laser (32S nm) was 
employed to excite the PL (in grazing incidence to the observed sample plane, excitation 
intensity up to O.S W/crrf) and a halogen lamp (focused and collected by the microscope 
objective lens) was used for retlecton measurement. Time-resolved PL was excited with an 
optical parametric oscillator (tuned to 420 nm, pulse duration around S ns, and excitation 
density on the sample of about 70 kW/crrf) pumped with a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Ekspla 
NL303 and PG122) and detected with the PI-max camera (Princeton Instruments). Retlection 
micro-photographs were taken with a digital camera Olympus Camedia CS060wz and a 
micro-adapter C3040-ADUS. 
3. Experimental results and discussion 
3.1. Reflection spectra 
Reflection micro- imaging and spectroscopy of opals reveal large variations of 
reflection intensity due to existence of domains with various crystalline quality (Figs. 1 and 
3a). Regions with high retlection in directions perpendicular to the surface have a perfect 
stop-band around 690 nm (compare Fig. 3b and Fig. 4). The relative band width /l"JJ'A.c, is 
about O.OSS (Fig. 4b) consistent with a high-quality photonic crystal structure. Due to the 
directionality of the stop-band reflection the best reflection spectra are detected with low 
numerical aperture lenses on well oriented opal surface (Fig. 4b ). 
The distance that light can penetrate into a photonic crystal (in the direction and 
frequency of the stop-band) is characterized by the Bragg attenuation length 
/8=2d/[n.{ll"JJ'A.c,}], where d is the distance of retlecting planes (in the present case the period 
of(1 1 1) planes is about 288 nm) [16]. Forthe ordered areas of the opals we therefore obtain 
Bragg length; as short as 3.3 J.Lm (i.e. less than 12 planes). lmplantation or impregnation of 
opals with Si nanocrystals does not change the position or width of the stop-band 
significantly. The variations within a sample (due to varying crystalline quality) are much 
more significant. 
3.2. Photoluminescence of undoped opals 
Under UV-Iight excitation the opals without Si nanocrystals show a weak bluish PL 
emission (possibly due to the oxyge~deficiency centers in sili ca [ 17]). In Fig. Sa we compare 
these PL spectra in places with excellent and poor stop-band reflection At the position of 
perfect stop-band the PL intensity is reduced by up to 70% (see Fig. Sb). The full-width at 
half-maximum (FWHM) is almost equal (more precisely it is about S% narrower) to the 
retlection band at the same position on the sample. 
This attenuation is comparable to results on emission changes in opals published in the 
literature. The fact that the attenuation is never complete is explained by Schriemer et al. [18] 
by a simple model taking into account diffuse scattering of light by intrinsic defects. The 
scattering by opal defects limits the mean free path I of light propagation to about IS J.Lm in 
the best reported opals. Light originating shallower than /8 is hardly Bragg attenuated while 
light coming from deeper layers (but smaller than I) reveals the stop-band. The attenuation A 
of emission in the stop band i s related to the mean free path and the Bragg length through the 
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equation A= 1-(/s//). The value of A is usually between 0.5 and 0.8. [16]. For undoped opal 
(Fig. Sb) we observe A-Q.7, suggesting that I should be about ll J.lm. 
3.3. Photoluminescence of implanted opals 
Implanted egions of opal shows red photoluminescence with a single wide band 
typical of Si nanocrystalline materials. Modifications of the PL spectra due to the opal stop-
band Y.ere partially described in our previous paper pO]. In Fig. 6a we show a micro-PL 
image of the same area as shown in the reflection image ofFig. 3a. The corresponding PL 
spectral image is shown in Fig. 6b and PL spectra in Fig. 7. The PL reduction in the stop-band 
position is up to 50%. The effect is less pronounced than the PL reduction in bare opal, 
because the implantation by S~ions at 100 keV affects only the layers close to the surface. A 
relative decrease in the PL intensity calculated from the upper panel (blue area) is compared 
with the relative reflection difference on the same opal spots (black line) in Fig. 7b. 
3.4. Pbotoluminescence of impregnated opals 
The opal impregnated with P-Si colloid reveals also a typical decrease of PL at the 
stop-band (Fig. 8a). Here the position of the stop-band happens to be near the PL maximum 
(- 680 nm) and the PL depression is observed to be more than 700/o (Fig. 8b).We note that the 
FWHM ofthe stop-band is equal to the FWHM ofthe PL dip (38 nm, 100 meV) and tmt this 
value is also comparable to the 120-meV homogeneous width of PL spectra of single Si 
quantum dots [19]. (The FWHM of the whole PL band is about 374 meV, i.e. three times 
wider than the homogeneous linewidth). 
At the long wavelength side of the PL lpectrum we observe increased emission. 
Although the absolute comparison of PL intensity from different places of opal has limited 
precision due to non-perfect morphology of the opal in this case the effect is observed 
systematically and is strong enough to be considered as real. Possible explanations ofthis PL 
enhancement based on the formation of standing waves at the edges of stop gaps [20] or the 
escape of diffuse light [16] predict enhancement of emission at the short-wave Iength side of 
the spectrum (at higher frequency than the stop-band). Therefore we can rule them out. We 
therefore propose that reabsorption of PL from smaller Si NCs by bigger NCs and their 
reemission is responsible for the apparent PL increase at the long-wavelength edge of the 
spectrum. 
The PL decay of P-Si grains in disordered areas of the opal shows (Fig. 9) a typical 
stretcred exponential decay -exp[-(tltf] (t = 33.2 ms and f3 = 0.765) while the perfectly 
ordered region of opal gives a decay with a significantly wider distribution of decay rates. 
There are always both shorter and longer kinetic components and the PL decay curve cannot 
be fitted with a standard stretcred exponential function. Here we fitted the decay curve with 
two exponential decays (t = 1.5 JlS and 2.1 ms) added to a stretched exponential identical to 
that used above. 
Since we are comparing decay rates from chemically identical regions of the 
impregnated opal that differ only in their structural perfection, the broader distribution of 
decay rates is most likely due t> variations in the local density of photonic states. A low 
density of photonic states at the stop-band frequency and direction decreases the probability 
of spontaneous emission (PL) while defects in the structure Jocalize tflotonic states (Iike 
defects inside band-gaps ofsemiconductors) and increase the rate ofemission [21]. 
3.5. Local variations of pbotoluminescence intensity 
In order to confirm that local variations in the PL intensity are due to structural 
variations we studied micro-PL images with high magnification. For this experiment we used 
only implanted opals where the distribution of Si NCs is very homogeneous (in contrast to 
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impregnated opals with P-Si colloids that do not necessarily provide an equal distribution of 
nanocrystals). ln Fig. 10 we show high magnification images (objective Iens lOOx, NA = 
0.73) of retlection (A) and photoluminescence (B) on the implanted opal (area with excellent 
stop-band in average retlection view). Panels (C) and (D) plot the respective intensity profiles 
(average intensity being normalized to unity). One can see that intensity variations are mainly 
within 20% (and sometimes 40%) of the average value. ln some locations we observe 
correlatiom between decreased retlection and increased PL. We speculate that this is dueto 
structural defects (e.g. several missing opal beads). ln Fig. ll we show one such place which 
has shape of a ring (micro-PL image in the inset of Fig. ll). The PL intensity in the ring is 
about 20% higher than out ofthe ring (Fig. 11). The stop-band signature is missing in the PL 
spectrum as we use the objective with high NA that mixes signal leaving the sample within a 
wide solid angle. 
A deeper understanding of the processes responsible for variations in the spontaneous 
emission rate and variations of the PL intensity is the subject of further study. 
IV. Conclusions 
We have prepared light-emitting Si nanocrystals inside artificial opal s by means of S~ 
ion implantation or impregnation with porous Si suspensions. ln both cases we observed 
significant changes of Si-NC luminescence at the opal stop-band frequency in directiors 
perpendicular to the opal (111) surface. The luminescence intensity was shown to be reduced 
by as much as 75% at the stop band mainly dueto Bragg-retlection attenuation There is also 
a signature of enhanced PL at the red-edge of PL spectra of Si NCs impregnated in the perfect 
opal structure which is interpreted as absorption and reemission of PL within the 
inhomogeneously broadened PL band. PL decay times for Si NCs embedded in well ordered 
opal was also shown to exhibit new slower as well as faster components compared to the 
standard stretcred exponential decay of Si NCs. These observations demonstrate that photonic 
crystals can have a significant effect on the broadband emission of silicon nanocrystals and 
suggest that more refined photonic structures could have potential application for novel Si-
based optoelectronic devices and structures. 
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Figure captions 
Figure l.Col our retlection micro-photographs oftwo opal samples used in this study. The 
white bars are 0.2 mm long. Regions with low omnispectral diffuse retlection and strong red 
reflection dueto the stop-band are clearly resolved. 
Figure 2.( a) Atomic force microscope view ofthe J5x 15 Jlm surface of one opal sample. (b) 
Two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform ofthe upper figure showing clearly the hexagonal 
structure ofthe opal. The periodicity and particle size is 288 nm and 333 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 3.( a) Microscopic reflection image ofthe opal (objective lens 5x, NA=0.13) in false 
colours (the colour scale is on the right-hand side ofthe figure). (b) Reflection spectral image 
ofthe slit indicated on the upper panel by white lines. Arrows show positions ofspectra 
plotted in Fig.4a. 
Figure 4. (a) Reflection spectra extracted from different positions in Fig.3b. (b) Relative 
reflection changes between an ordered and disordered place of the opal sample observed with 
lenses of different numerical aperture and magnification. Relative band-widths ll'AI'Ac are 
indicated. 
Figure 5. (a) Photoluminescence spectra ofthe as-prepared opal without silicon nanocrystals. 
The black and red lines represent spectra from an ordered and disordered area of the opa~ 
respectively. (b) Relative decrease of PL (blue area) calculated from the upper panel 
compared with relative reflection difference on the ordered and disordered opal spot (black 
line). 
Figure 6. (a) Microscopic PL image of the opal (the same area as in Fig.3a) in false colours 
(the colour scale is on the right-hand side ofthe figure). (b) PL spectral image ofthe slit area 
indicated on the upper panel by white lines. 
Figure 7.( a) Photoluminescence spectra ofthe S~ion-implanted opal. The black and red lines 
represent spectra from ordered and disordered area, respectively. (b) Relative decrease ofPL 
calculated from the upper panel (blue area) compared with relative reflection difference on the 
same opal spots (black line). 
Figure 8. (a) Photoluminescence spectra of the opal impregnated with the P-Si colloidal 
suspension. The black and red lines represent spectra from an ordered and disordered area, 
respectively. (b) Relative decrease of PL calculated from the upper panel (blue area) 
compared with relative reflection difference on the same opal spots (black line). 
Figure 9. Si NC PL decay measured at the wavelength of the stop-band in ordered (black 
dots) and disordered (red dots) area (the signal was collected from well selected 80x60 J.lffi 
areas of the opal). The decay in disordered opal can be fitted with a stretch exponential 
function (blue dashed line) with parameters t = 33.2 J.lS and ~ = 0.765 while in the ordered 
opal (continuous blue line) we had to add a fast exponential decay {t = 1.5 J.I.S, amplitude 
0.29) and slow exponential component {t = 2.1 ms, amplitude 0.011). The curves are 
normalized to the same peak intensity. 
Figure 10. High magnification images (objective lens IOOx, NA=0.73, false colour represents 
intensities) of reflection ~) and photoluminescence (.b) on the implanted opal (area with 
excellent stop-band seen at wider reflection view). Panels (c) and (d) plots intensity profiles 
from areas in panels (a) and (b), respectively. (Average intensity is normalized to unity.) 
Figure ll. PL spectra measured in (A-black curve) and out (B- red curve) ofthe light circle. 
The PL image with detected areas is shown in the inset. (Objective lens 1 OOx, NA=O. 73). 
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